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Abstract

Topographic roughness is a popular yet ambiguous metric used in surface process research for many applications that indicates

something about the variation of topography over specified measurement intervals. In soil- and sediment-mantled settings

topographic roughness may be framed as a competition between roughening and smoothing processes. In many cases, roughening

processes may be specific eco-geo-hydromorphic events like shrub deaths, tree uprooting, river avulsions, or impact craters. The

smoothing processes are all geomorphic processes that operate at smaller scales and tend to drive a diffusive evolution of

the surface. In this article, we present a generalized theory that explains topographic roughness as an emergent property of

geomorphic systems (semi-arid plains, forests, alluvial fans, heavily bombarded surfaces) that are periodically shocked by an

addition of roughness which subsequently decays due to the action of all small scale, creep-like processes. We demonstrate

theory for the examples listed above, but also illustrate that there is a continuum of topographic forms that the roughening

process may take on so that the theory is broadly applicable. Furthermore, we demonstrate how our theory applies to any

geomorphic feature that can be described as a pit or mound, pit-mound couplet, or mound-pit-mound complex.
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Abstract17

Topographic roughness is a popular yet ambiguous metric used in surface process research for18
many applications that indicates something about the variation of topography over specified19
measurement intervals. In soil- and sediment-mantled settings topographic roughness may be20
framed as a competition between roughening and smoothing processes. In many cases,21
roughening processes may be specific eco-geo-hydromorphic events like shrub deaths, tree22
uprooting, river avulsions, or impact craters. The smoothing processes are all geomorphic23
processes that operate at smaller scales and tend to drive a diffusive evolution of the surface. In24
this article, we present a generalized theory that explains topographic roughness as an emergent25
property of geomorphic systems (semi-arid plains, forests, alluvial fans, heavily bombarded26
surfaces) that are periodically shocked by an addition of roughness which subsequently decays27
due to the action of all small scale, creep-like processes. We demonstrate theory for the examples28
listed above, but also illustrate that there is a continuum of topographic forms that the29
roughening process may take on so that the theory is broadly applicable. Furthermore, we30
demonstrate how our theory applies to any geomorphic feature that can be described as a pit or31
mound, pit-mound couplet, or mound-pit-mound complex.32

Plain Language Summary33

Earth’s surface is constantly roughened by processes that operate quasi-randomly in space and34
time. For example, in forest settings, trees that topple will uproot soil with the root ball and35
deposit a mound and excavate a pit, leaving a pit-mound couplet on the surface. With time, this36
topographic signature decays due to geomorphic processes rearranging sediment and soil on the37
surface. In this paper, we develop theory that explains topographic roughness as a balance38
between processes that create roughness and those that destroy it. We consider several different39
mechanisms and develop a general theory for topographic roughness that applies to many40
settings. We further develop theory that allows for a very wide range of roughening processes.41

42
Introduction43

44
A central goal of geomorphology is to clarify the relationships between surface processes and ecology45
(Gabet 2003; Gabet and Mudd, 2010; Furbish et al., 2009), climate (Richardson et al., 2019; Madoff et al.,46
2022; Madoff et al., 2016), solid earth processes (Richardson and Karlstrom, 2019, LaHusen et al., 2016;47
Booth et al., 2017; Roering et al 2015; Finnegan et al., 2021), and weather (DeLilse et al., 2023, Doane et48
al., 2023; Turowski et al., 2009). An obstacle to progress towards that goal is that the relevant spatial and49
temporal scales of surface processes often differ from those of human observation, frustrating scientific50
progress. Instead of direct observation and measurement of processes, there is a legacy in geomorphology51
that relies on the connection between process and topographic form which allows for process information52
to be extracted from topographic morphometrics (Struble et al., 2021; Fernandes and Dietrich, 1997;53
Roering et al., 2007; Clubb et al., 2016, Gabet et al., 2021; Grieve et al., 2016). Until recent decades, most54
topographic datasets had spatial resolutions of 10 to 30 meters and many theoretical, field, and modeling55
efforts, either purposefully or not, targeted that scale. This led to an understanding of processes at that56
scale or larger (Ganti et al., 2012) but implicitly obscured smaller scale processes. In recent decades, there57
has been tremendous technological development and a significant increase in the coverage, precision, and58
resolution of topographic datasets (Viles et al., 2016; Stoker and Miller, 2022; Lewis et al., 2020;59
Luetzenburg et al., 2021). High resolution topographic datasets (i.e., < 2m resolution) allow us to target60
increasingly precise processes like tree throw (Doane et al., 2021; 2023), as opposed to the suite of61
processes that determine large scale morphometrics (Figure 1). Despite increasingly high-resolution62
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topographic data, the legacy of coarse-scale geomorphology persists as researchers apply low-pass filters63
to high-resolution topographic data to address long timescale issues such as erosion rates measured over64
10 ka, which justifies the spatial averaging (Ganti et al., 2012), but removes small scale, detailed65
topographic features from analyses. This article provides a framework for extracting process-based66
information contained in the small wavelength topographic features that record specific eco- and67
hydrogeomorphic events.68

69
At length scales larger than decimeters and smaller than tens of meters, topography is noisy and rough70
(Ganti et al., 2012; Roering et al., 2010; Roth et al., 2021; DiBiase et al., 2017: Doane et al., 2021). In71
many sediment- or soil-mantled settings, topographic roughness is stochastically created by discrete72
features or events. With age, those roughness elements decay due to the action of all smaller scale73
geomorphic processes that tend to remove roughness (Jyotsna and Haff, 1997; Furbish and Fagherazzi,74
2001) (Figure 1). Topographic roughness therefore reflects a balance between roughening processes and75
the magnitude of geomorphic processes that tend to smooth the surface. We specifically refer to76
topographic roughness as the deviation from the average topography measured over scales of tens of77
meters to kilometers, depending on the setting. We describe theory that presents topographic roughness as78
an emergent property of specific geomorphic processes. These include mounds under shrubs in semi-arid79
settings (Bochet et al., 2000), tree throw pit-mound couplets (Doane et al., 2021; 2023), abandoned80
channels on fan surfaces (Johnstone et al., 2017), and heavily cratered surfaces (Kreslavsky et al., 2013).81
Topographic roughness is now measurable with lidar, structure-from-motion, and lunar and planetary82
topographic datasets, allowing us to apply the theory to real landscapes and invert it to learn about process83
rates or frequencies and statistics (Doane et al., 2023).84

85

86
Figure 1. Conceptual plot of the frequency and length scale processes and features. For any given landscape, the87
frequency of certain processes may increase or decrease so that this plot will be unique for a given setting. In this88
paper we demonstrate that high resolution topographic data highlights relatively small-scale features that degrade89
by the action of all smaller scale processes.90

91
This paper is outlined as follows. In section 2, we describe the general steps for developing analytical92
expressions for the topographic variance of surfaces. In section 3, we apply these steps to four different93
features and advocate for a view of topographic roughness as process topography, reflecting that theory94
clearly relates roughness to specific processes. For some settings we briefly discuss case studies. However,95
this paper is primarily a presentation of theory and each setting warrants its own investigation. In section96
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4 we generalize theory to represent a continuum of initial conditions and explore varied autocorrelation97
structures of the stochastic roughening processes (shrub population dynamics, tree throw rates, avulsion98
frequency). In that section, we also demonstrate that topographic variance is a robust metric and if a99
feature can be broadly described as a mound, pit-mound couplet, or mound-pit-mound complex (Figure 2),100
the theory applies.101

102
2. Theory103

104
2.1 Notation105
We use the following notation in this paper. Hats on variables refer to the Fourier transform of the spatial106
variable  �� �  ⟷  � �   , where � [L] is the land surface elevation, x [L] is a horizontal position, and k107
[L-1] is wavenumber (radians per meter). The subscript s refers to a single feature that comprises a108
topographic roughness element, so �� is the roughness due to a single feature (e.g. a mound) and � is the109
roughness due to the sum of features across a landscape. Angle brackets, e.g., � , imply an average of110
the variable. The organization of this paper requires that we reuse variables and A always refers to an111
amplitude and λ is a length scale. � will take on subscripts that range between 0 and 2 and will have112
different units so that �� has units [Ln+1].113

114
2.2 Derivation115
Topographic roughness is a popular yet ambiguous metric (Smith, 2014) that broadly indicates something116
about the variation in topography over specified measurement intervals (Kreslavsky et al., 2013). As117
Smith (2014) notes, the ambiguity arises from varied applications of topographic roughness, which is118
measured over centimeters to kilometers and is known to influence or reflect: the velocity of open channel119
flow over a rough bed (Hassan and Reid, 1990; Yager et al., 2007; Nikora et al., 2001; Kean and Smith,120
2006), bedrock exposure on hillslopes (Milodowski et al., 2015), particle travel distances (Gabet and121
Mendoza, 2012; DiBiase et al., 2017; Roth et al., 2020; Furbish et al., 2021), the age of landslides122
(LaHusen et al., 2016; Booth et al., 2017), or the age of abandoned surfaces on alluvial fans (Frankel et al.,123
2007; Johnstone et al., 2018). Popular measures of roughness include topographic variance (Doane et al.,124
2021; 2023; Roth et al., 2020), the root mean square of slope (LaHusen et al., 2016; Booth et al., 2017),125
variograms (Soulard et al., 2013), or statistics associated with the second derivative of topography126
(Kreslavski et al., 2013). Each measure is subject to the spatial scale over which it is applied, and each127
measure may be better suited for a different purpose (Kreslavski et al., 2013 provide a good summary of128
consequences of roughness metrics). We use the topographic variance definition because it is the most129
mathematically accessible to analytical solutions. There are several relevant spatial scales for the settings130
in this article. The topographic variance for shrub mounds is measured over meters to tens of meters, for131
pit-mound couplets it is measured over tens to hundreds of meters, for alluvial fans it is measured over132
hundreds to thousands of meters, and for cratered surfaces from tens of meters to tens of kilometers.133

134
Topographic roughness in soil- or sediment-mantled settings has a simple interpretation: it reflects a135
balance between a stochastic roughening process and the suite of slope-dependent and creep-like136
processes that chronically degrade topography (Doane et al., 2021; Furbish and Fagherazzi, 2001; Jyotsna137
and Haff, 1997; Schumer et al., 2017). This sets up a simple mathematical statement. We anticipate that138
the expected (or average) topographic roughness, �� [L2], scales linearly with the ratio of roughness139
production rate, ��[T-1], to the magnitude of creep-like processes, K [L2 T-1] so that140

141
�� = �

��
� (1)142

143
where C is a coefficient that depends on the geometry of the feature (mound, pit-mound couplet, mound-144
pit-mound complex). Equation (1), which can be inverted for a production rate, highlights the potential145
for using topographic roughness to interpret process rates or frequencies that are otherwise difficult to146
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observe (Doane et al., 2021). For example, tree throw is rarely directly observed and obtaining147
frequencies typically depends on measuring the impact of specific storms and multiplying that effect by148
the storm frequency (Hellmer et al., 2015; Hancock et al., 2021). However, in Doane et al., (2023), the149
authors point out that these extreme events have return intervals that are long so that direct observations150
are usually not possible. Topographic roughness, on the other hand, is formed by individual storms and151
persists for many decades to centuries and so is a useful archive of tree throw.152

153
Chronic small-scale geomorphic processes tend to drive bulk downslope transport at rates that scale with154
the land-surface slope. This leads to a model of land surface evolution in the form of a linear diffusion155
equation (Fernandes and Dietrich, 1997; Culling, 1963),156

157
휕�
휕� = �∇

2�, (2)158
159

where � [L] is the land surface elevation, K [L2 T-1] is the topographic diffusivity that reflects the160
magnitude of small-scale creep-like processes, and t [T] is time. The diffusion equation smooths161
topography at a rate that depends on the form of the roughness feature and the magnitude of K (Furbish162
and Fagherazzi, 2001; Jyotsna and Haff, 1997; Doane et al., 2021). We note that nonlinear (Roering et al.,163
1999) and nonlocal (Furbish and Haff, 2010; Tucker and Bradley, 2010; Foufoula-Georgiou et al., 2010)164
formulations for sediment transport and land surface evolution are alternative models. While such models165
may perform better in certain settings in recreating ridge and valley scale morphology, we argue that for166
the small-scale processes that we consider here, linear diffusion captures the essence of the process and is167
a reasonable description. Furthermore, nonlinear and nonlocal formulations preclude analytical solutions168
for topographic roughness, but one could conduct a similar study numerically. The problems in this paper169
have analytical or quasi-analytical solutions to the diffusion equation achieved in the wavenumber170
domain via the Fourier transform. The wavenumber representation of an analytical solution to (2) is171

172
�� �, ��, �� = �� 0, ��, �� �−�� ��

2  + ��2 , (3)173
174

where kx and ky are wavenumbers [L-1] (radians per distance). We then take advantage of Parseval's175
Theorem which states that,176

177

−∞
∞

−∞
∞ �� ��,��

2
�� ������ = −∞

∞
−∞
∞ � � 2�� ����. (4)178

179
Plugging (3) into (4) yields a solution for the time-evolution of the average square of topographic180
deviations that contains a single roughness element ,181

182

��2 � = 1
4�2� −∞

∞ 
−∞
∞ �� 0,  ��,  �� �−�� ��

2  + ��2
2

�� ������, (5)183
184

where �� [L] is the topography of a single roughness element and H, [L or L2] is the domain size. The185
topographic variance, rs [L2] is186

187
�� � = ζs2(t) − �� � 2. (6)188

189
In the following sections, we demonstrate that if �� �,  � can be described by derivatives of Gaussian190
functions (DoGs), then there are analytical solutions to (6). More broadly, we suggest that features which191
can be described as mounds (pits), pit-mound couplets, or mound-pit-mound complexes involve the zero,192
first, and second order DoG respectively (Figure 2). Furthermore, complex geometries can be represented193
by summing different DoGs, so the theory applies to many topographic features.194
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195
There is a significant overlap between the theory presented in this paper and signal processing. Namely,196
DoGs are Hermitian wavelets and, most notably, the 2nd order DoG is known as the Ricker Wavelet197
(Kumar and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1997), which has been used in geomorphology to calculate the low pass-198
filtered topographic concavity (Lashermes et al., 2007; Struble et al., 2021). In section 4, we generalize199
the theory to a continuum of topographic forms which resemble a generalized wavelet described in Wang200
(2015). Despite topographic forms resembling wavelets and our use of the Fourier transform to achieve201
analytical expressions, we do not use wavelet analysis in this article. However, a similar theory may be202
achieved by explicitly using a wavelet definition at the outset.203

204

205
Figure 2. a) The three basic functions which form initial conditions either as independent functions or as the sum of206
two functions. Zero, first, and second order DoG’s roughly correspond to shrub sediment mounds (a, photo credit207
David Furbish) (Furbish et al., 2009), tree throw pit-mound couplets (b) (Doane et al., 2021; 2023), and channel-208
levee complexes (c From Adams et al., 2004) respectively (re-published with permission from Elsevier).209

210
The theory requires that a single process dominates in the creation of topographic roughness. This is211
satisfied in many settings; however, there are notable exceptions that include sources of roughness as212
legacies of past environments (Del Vecchio et al., 2018) (e.g. solifluction lobes, boulder fields), bedrock213
exposure (Milodowski et al., 2015), or landslides (La Husen et al., 2016; Booth et al., 2017) which we214
avoid. In the settings that we consider, the roughness of the landscape, r, is equal to the sum of all215
roughness features that have ever existed weighted by a decay function that declines with age due to216
topographic diffusion. This amounts to a convolution of the rate of roughness production, p [T-1] with the217
decay function defined in (3),218

219
� � = −∞

� � �' �� � − �' ��'� . (7)220
221

The integral in (7) clarifies that in these settings, roughness is an archive of past geomorphic events that222
occurred at time t’. In the context of our four case studies, p(t’) is the history of all stochastic events,223
including desert shrub deaths, tree throw, river avulsions, or impact cratering, that have ever occurred.224
Insofar as p reflects shrub population dynamics (shrubs), wind or ice storms (tree throw) (Hellmer et al.,225
2015; Doane et al., 2021; 2023), or trigger events (avulsions) (Martin and Edmonds, 2023), this theory226
offers potentially valuable information regarding the intersection of geomorphology with ecology and227
weather. We emphasize the intersection with weather and not climate because we extract information228
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regarding the frequency of discrete events (Doane et al., 2023). In the next sections, we describe theory229
for specific topographic features.230

231
3. Examples232
In this section, we apply the general theory of process topography to several different scenarios in which233
the Gaussian and derivatives are appropriate approximations. For each example, we define the relevant234
parameters, appeal to existing literature, and discuss the information that is revealed by process235
topography. Our intent is to introduce the concept in different contexts and provide a brief description of236
each setting.237

238
3.1 Zero-Order: Shrub Mounds239
In semi-arid environments, vegetation—often woody shrubs—appears in patchy, distributed mosaics240
separated by swaths of bare soil. Underneath shrubs, small (dm-scale) mounds or topographic highs241
composed of sediment are observed (Soulard et al., 2013; Worman and Furbish, 2019; Furbish et al., 2009;242
Parsons et al., 1992; Bochet et al., 2000). As the proposed mechanisms for mound formation are diverse243
and still debated (Buis et al., 2010; Shachak and Lovett, 1998), we focus here on an accepted,244
mathematically describable abiotic mound-building process like rainsplash accumulation (Du et al., 2013;245
Parsons et al., 1992; Furbish et al., 2009). When rain falls in semi-arid settings, the drops impact the bare246
ground directly adjacent to shrubs at terminal velocity. These discrete impacts drive a radial flux of247
particles outward from the impact location with some portion of the ejected grains landing beneath shrub248
canopy, aggrading the sediment mound (Furbish et al., 2009; Parsons et al., 1992). Conversely, the249
sediment directly under the shrub canopy is protected from rainsplash impact by leaves and branches,250
halting outward-directed sediment flux from the mound (Parsons et al., 1992; Furbish et al., 2009;251
Worman and Furbish, 2019). The result of these physical interactions is a net flux of sediment directed252
toward the shrub, which over time, generates a mound. When the shrub dies, the mound will decay with253
time as the shrub no longer protects the ground from raindrop impacts. As such, rainsplash-constructed254
mounds will decay by an approximately diffusive process as the sloping surface drives a net flux outward255
from the mound (Furbish et al., 2009). This simple, yet physically meaningful interplay of topographic256
diffusion leads to the realization that topographic roughness of these settings reflects a balance between257
shrub population dynamics and geomorphic processes. Here, we present theory that clarifies this258
relationship.259

260
A two-dimensional symmetric Gaussian approximates the mound form described in Furbish et al. (2009)261
and is262

263

�� �,  � = �0�
−�

2

��2
−�

2

��2 . (8)264
265

The mound may be elongated by changing one of the length scales in the exponent, but we consider a266
symmetric form where λ=λx=λy. Following the steps from Section (2), the time evolution of topographic267
variance due to a single mound through time is268

269

�� � = ��0
2�4

2� �2 + 4�� −  
��0�2

�

2
. (9)270

271
The expected topographic variance due to all previous shrubs on an entire hillslope is the sum of all272
mounds of all ages multiplied by the average shrub death rate, [# T-1]273

274

��  =  
���0

2�4�
8�� ln 1  +   4��0

�2
− 8���0

� (10)275
276
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where277
278

�0 =  
1
4

�
2π�−  

�2

� (11)279
280

is a saturation timescale that reflects the time for a single feature to diffuse across the domain, H. The281
total topographic variance of a hillslope at any moment also involves the mounds under live shrubs,282
which is the initial condition for diffusing mounds. Adding these terms together,283

284

�� = ��
�0
2�2�
2� 1 −   2��

2

�
  +  ����

�0
2�4�
8�� ln 1  +   4��0

�2
− 8���0

� , (12)285
286

where the first term describes the topographic variance due to active mounds and the second term287
describes the variance due to decaying mounds. The term ɸ� [T-1] describes the fraction of live shrubs288
that die per unit time. In most cases, we calculate topographic variance over scales of a Ha (10,000 ) so289
H≈10,000 and � ≈ 0.2 m so that terms involving their ratio can be neglected. Simplifying and290
rearranging Eq. (12),291

292

�� = ��
�0
2�2�
2� 1  +  ��

�2

4� ln 1  +   4��0
�2

− 8���0
� , (13)293

294
which is a measurable quantity that reflects the population dynamics of shrubs contained in �� and ��.295
Estimating values for K remains a challenge in geomorphology and it varies over a couple orders of296
magnitude. However, previous work suggests that K is a function of climate (Richardson et al., 2019;297
Madoff et al., 2016; 2022) or, in the case of rainsplash, it can be developed with theory (Furbish et al.,298
2009). Further, Doane et al. (2021, 2023) demonstrate that meaningful statistical information can be299
extracted without knowing exact values of K.300

301
302
303
304

305
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Figure 3. a) Three time series for equal live shrub spatial density (250 per Ha), but with 4,8, and 12 shrub deaths306
per year per Ha. Topographic roughness will reflect two subpopulations of shrubs: [1] growing mounds under live307
shrubs and [2] decaying mounds under dead shrubs. Each shrub that dies per year is replaced. Dotted lines308
represent theory. (b-d) Corresponding hillshades of resulting topography.309

310
We numerically simulate a topographic surface that accumulates shrub mounds which diffuse through311
time. The relevant parameters include A0 and �, which relate to mound sizes (Furbish et al., 2009), and Sa312
and ��, which relate to shrub spacing and lifespan statistics (Gearon and Young, 2021). Shrub spacing313
may vary depending on aspect, climate, and species; but two meters appears to be a reasonable estimate314
(Gearon and Young, 2021). This corresponds to roughly 550 shrubs per hectare and is consistent with315
Worman and Furbish (2019). For each run in our model, the number of shrubs that die is held constant316
through time and each shrub that dies is replaced by a new one. We test simulations where shrub deaths317
are selected from an exponential distribution wherein, on average 4, 8 and 12 shrubs die per year per Ha.318
Results from the numerical model demonstrate that theory matches the numerics (Figure 3) and that the319
expected topographic roughness scales linearly with the number of shrubs that die per year. Or, said320
another way, shrub populations with faster turnover create rougher surfaces (Figure 3). Because we use an321
exponential distribution for number of shrub deaths, the variance of roughness also grows with the322
increased turnover because the variance of an exponential distribution is ��2 .323

324
Previous field observations are consistent with this theory. Soulard et al. (2013) measure topographic325
roughness due to mounds under shrubs in burned and unburned plots of land. The burn occurred a decade326
prior to the measurement, which removed shrubs from the landscape and left mounds vulnerable to327
erosion by rainsplash or wind. Those authors demonstrate that the unburned plots were rougher as a result328
of the consistent shrub cover compared to the recovering shrub cover in the burned section.329

330
331

3.2 First Order: Pit-Mound Couplets332
333

334
Figure 4. Three different slope maps from three hillslopes in southern Indiana illustrating different spatial335
concentrations of tree throw as a process (a-c). Each pock mark on the slope map is an individual pit-mound336
couplet and adds roughness to the surface. (d) The location of Brown County in southern Indiana. (e) A fresh tree337
throw event with the roots and tree still intact and (f) an older couplet that has turned into a pit-mound couplet.338

339
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Tree (or wind) throw is a natural ecological disturbance to forests that occurs when an external force340
exceeds the strength of roots, soil, and rock (Phillips et al., 2017; Šamonil et al., 2020; Hellmer et al.,341
2015; Gardiner et al., 2016). The external force is often extreme wind gusts or snow and ice loading on342
the canopy. When this happens, trees uproot which mixes and transports soil (Norman et al., 1995; Gabet343
et al., 2003; Hellmer et al., 2015), creates ecological niches, removes carbon from the above-ground344
carbon stock (Lindroth et al., 2009), affects hydrologic pathways (Valtera et al., 2017), and leaves a345
topographic signature of a pit-mound couplet (Doane et al., 2021). With time, creep-like processes tend to346
degrade the topographic signature such that old couplets have a muted expression and return towards a347
flat surface. The forces required to uproot live trees usually occur during extreme atmospheric events348
(Lindroth et al., 2009; Cannon et al., 2015; Gardiner et al., 2016; Godfrey et al., 2017) which have349
recurrence intervals that are long relative to human timescales such that direct observation of such events350
is challenging. In previous work, Doane et al., (2021) developed theory that describes the expected351
topographic roughness of forests that are subjected to tree throw and interprets roughness as the balance352
between tree throw frequency and creep-like processes (Doane et al., 2021; 2023). In those papers, the353
authors conduct similar analyses and modeling efforts to what we have done here in the previous and354
following sections. We refer readers to those articles for a thorough discussion, and we instead focus on355
the underlying theory in this article.356

357
The initial condition for tree throw pit-mound couplets are approximated by358

359

(14)360
361

which is the product of a zero-order DoG in the y-direction and a first-order DoG in the x-direction362
(Figure 2). Doane et al. (2021) demonstrates that the topographic roughness of a single pit mound couplet363
decays as364

365

� �   =  �1
2��2��2�
32�

��2
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−32 ��2

4
+  ��

−12
. (15)366

367
The topographic roughness of an entire hillslope is the sum of all pit-mound couplets that have ever368
occurred, weighted by their age according to (15),369

370
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372
where C is the leading fraction in (15). In many cases, �� ≈ �� so that the integral simplifies to,373

374
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376
A key result from Doane et al., (2021) solves for the expected topographic roughness,377

378

�� =
�1
2��2�

4 ���2 −���

��
� , (18)379

380
where ��� =

��
��
is the aspect ratio of the couplet and Equation (18) has the same form as (1). Doane et al.,381

(2021) use Equation (18) to estimate the ratio of fluxes due to tree throw versus creep-like processes in382
Indiana and Doane et al., (2023) use Equation (16) to identify the probability distribution of tree throw383
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frequency in Indiana. In the latter article, the authors also solve for the variance of topographic roughness384
values, and then, using measured roughness values from a county in southern Indiana, suggest a form for385
the probability function of wind throw production rates. Those authors further relate that probability386
function of wind throw frequency to the distribution of extreme winds in southern Indiana that likely387
drive the bulk of tree throw events. That study is an example of the type of process-based information that388
is revealed by a detailed study of topographic roughness.389

390
3.3 Second Order: Channel Levees and Craters391
Avulsions are abrupt changes in the location of river channels onto the adjacent surface and they are a key392
process in controlling how alluvial landscapes evolve (Slingerland and Smith, 2004). When a new393
channel is emplaced, a river usually incises a trench-shaped depression into a floodplain or fan surface394
that, when viewed perpendicular to flow direction, resembles a pit and is reasonably described by a zero-395
order DoG. As the channel continues to evolve, sediment preferentially deposits in and near the channel,396
so that rivers create levees and alluvial ridges (Hajek and Wolinsky, 2012), which are positive397
topographic features. These mound-pit-mound features are reasonably described by a second-order DoG.398
After an avulsion (Slingerland and Smith, 2004), rivers leave behind their abandoned channel-levee399
complexes (assuming they do not get immediately filled with sediment) which create topographic400
roughness across floodplains and fans and will evolve by two processes: creep-like processes and channel401
filling processes during floods. We present theory for creep-like processes in the main text and402
demonstrate the effect of channel filling processes such as deposition during floods in Supplemental403
Information.404

405
Avulsions are infrequent and rarely observed directly. This limits avulsion studies to the past several406
decades of remote sensing (Edmonds et al., 2016; Valenza et al., 2020), case studies of Holocene-era407
avulsions (Berendsen and Stouthamer, 2002), stratigraphic records that contain more ambiguous408
information but are extensive archives in time (Hajek et al., 2014; Mohrig et al, 2000), or experiments409
that are informative but operate over different scales than nature (Reitz and Jerolmack, 2012). We argue410
that topographic roughness has potential to be an informative metric for establishing the historic411
frequency of avulsions based on resulting topography, letting modern landscapes serve as archives over412
centuries to millennia of channel history. Our theory presents a first-order time-evolution of topographic413
roughness of fans. It is capable of incorporating a continuum of channel shapes from un-leveed to having414
pronounced levees and alluvial ridges. This theory may be improved upon by considering the effects of415
heterogeneous material and channel reoccupation (Reitz and Jerolmack, 2012; Hajek et al., 2014; Martin416
and Edmonds, 2023) more directly.417

418
The theory is most directly applicable to active fans where channels commonly reroute due to frequent419
avulsions. Previous researchers have considered the roughness of alluvial fans to establish a relative age420
dating method (Frankel et al., 2007; Johnstone et al., 2018). Johnstone et al., (2018) in particular develop421
theory that takes advantage of similar mathematical relationships. The theory presented here is slightly422
different in that we assume an idealized initial condition and solve for the time-series of the roughness423
using the entire Fourier series. This allows us to address the roughness of active surfaces as opposed to424
the age of abandoned surfaces as done in Johnstone et al., (2018).425

426
We begin with the case of channels without levees (i.e., that can be approximated by a one-dimensional427
negative Gaussian) which is a one-dimensional problem in the cross-channel direction,428

429

�� � =−�0�
−�

2

�2, (19)430
431

The time-evolution of the topographic variance of a single channel is432
433
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435

where H [L] is the domain length. Note that Equation (20) is valid up to some finite time, T0, which is436
when the first term on the right-hand-side equals the magnitude of the second,437

438
�0 =

�2

4�
�
2��

− 1 . (21)439
440

The quantity �2/(4�) is a diffusive timescale for the channel. The parenthetical part states how many441
diffusive timescales it takes for the feature to diffuse across the domain length, H, to a negligible442
topographic feature. Equation (20) describes the evolution of topographic roughness for an abandoned443
channel that only evolves by creep-like, diffusive processes that rearrange the sediment. The topographic444
variance involves the sum of all channels of all ages up to T0 which is accomplished by integrating over445
the system’s history (Eq. 7) and the result is446

447
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449
where p [# T-1] is the frequency of avulsions.450

451
We numerically simulate the topographic profile that runs perpendicular to the flow direction. Our452
numerical model simulates each avulsion by randomly emplacing a channel with a predefined geometry,453

, at a position along a contour of a 500 meter wide fan at a frequency of 0.025, 0.005, and 0.001454
avulsions per year. Furthermore, there are no rules that control the location of channel emplacement, so if455
a new channel overlaps with an older one it will overprint the depth and the shape will be the union of the456
two shapes. An abandoned channel may be partially diffused before it is overprinted, which means that457
topography is only marginally affected by the overprinting. With this rule in place, the numerical458
roughness is expected to be less than the theoretical, and this effect should be greater for systems with459
more frequent avulsions. Indeed, Figure 5 shows that theory matches numeric results, but begins to460
diverge for larger values of p/K. However, for low avulsion rates, theory matches numerics.461

462

463
Figure 5. a) Several time series of topographic variance along a transect across a fan surface for three different464
avulsion frequencies (0.025, 0.005, 0.001 per year for the 500 meter-wide contour). b-d) Examples of detrended465
topographic profiles across fans for the three avulsion frequencies and a diffusivity of K=0.05.466

467
We now turn to channel-levee complexes, which are mound-pit-mound features that involve the second468
derivative of the Gaussian (Figure 2). In order to capture the full range of the relative magnitudes of469
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levees (alluvial highs) as compared to the channel depth, we describe the cross-section of a river as a sum470
of the zero and second order DoGs,471

472
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�2, (23)473
474

where �0 [L] and A2 [L2] are amplitudes of the two functions. For reference, the magnitude of minima of475
these functions are equal when . Following through with the steps described in section476
(2), we solve for the decay of topographic variance through time for a single channel-levee complex. This477
shows that decays at different rates that depend on the ratio, ,478

479
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481

482
Figure 6. a) Topographic variance, , for different values of through time and (b) topographic representation of483
the initial condition (solid line) and after 20k years (dot-dash) of diffusion with .484

485

Note that when , Eq. (24) simplifies to , where is the leading fraction486
on the right hand side of (24). As increases, the rate of decay of topographic variance approaches that487
of a channel without a levee (r ∝ t−1/2 Figure 6A). Figure 6A illustrates that theory matches numerical488
simulations that diffuse the topographic forms in Figure 6B.489

490
Equation (22) is a general description of topographic roughness for many channels. Natural channels that491
achieved different levels of aggradation before abandonment should have forms along a continuum from492
having zero levees to those that might be approximated by the second derivative of a Gaussian alone493
( ) (Mohrig et al. 2000; Adams et al., 2004). In addition to considering topographic roughness along494
fans, a similar theory might apply to abandoned channels resulting from meander cutoffs along495
meandering channels. However, our theory as present neglects any accumulation in abandoned channels496
by overbank flow (Hajek and Wolinsky, 2012). Such a process could be incorporated into (24) with a497
term that accounts for the bulk reduction in variance from deposition in existing lows. In supplemental498
information, we present results from a numerical model that includes infilling from overbank flows,499
which deviates from theory by an amount that depends on the pace of infilling and the magnitude of .500
Numerical simulations demonstrate that flood deposition quickens the decay of variance by an amount501
that scales nonlinearly with , where is the average rate of deposition in the lows (SI). The502
interplay of these two processes warrants deeper investigation.503

504
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We present a brief case study from the San Luis Valley, CO, USA. The alluvial fans of this valley emerge505
from the western front of the Sangre De Cristo Range which is bound by a normal fault (Rickets et al,506
2016). We explore the down-fan trend in topographic roughness to illustrate how it can be interpreted as a507
proxy for relative avulsion frequency. We do not parameterize this model, and instead present it only as508
an example and interpret the results broadly. This particular fan lacks any elevated or obviously509
abandoned surfaces (Johnstone et al., 2017) and we interpret the entire surface to be active. Topographic510
roughness is measured along profiles that are extracted from LOESS filters of topographic contours, such511
that each profile is detrended to remove the large scale topography of the fan while retaining the512
topography resulting from individual channels.513

514

515
Figure 7. a) Hillshade of the Sangre de Cristo Range with the location of the alluvial fan highlighted in pinkoutlined.516
(b) Hillshade and contours of an alluvial fan along the west front of the Sangre de Cristo Range in Colorado, USA.517
Blue lines are smoothed contours that are the locations of topographic profiles that we use to calculate topographic518
variance. (c) Topographic roughness declines as a function of down-fan distance with fit functions relating519
roughness to fan width and downslope distance. (d) Example of detrended topographic profiles along topographic520
contours which correspond with red and black data in (b) and (c).521

522
Figure 7 illustrates that topographic roughness declines nonlinearly with down-fan distance on one fan in523
the San Luis Valley. According to Equation (22), this indicates a nonlinear decline in relative avulsion524
frequency. We explore two geometrical arguments that explain this. First, in this setting, debris flows that525
build the fan may rarely reach the base of the fan resulting in less channel relief at the base of the fan. For526
such a case, we may expect topographic roughness to decline inversely with down-fan distance.527
Alternatively, declining down-fan roughness may be a consequence of fan widening. If we assume that528
most or all avulsions occur near the apex of the fan, then each contour has the same probability of an529
avulsion ocurring on it. However; wider parts of the fan would have lower frequency per unit width,530
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which would cause topographic roughness to decline inversely with fan width. In this case, both531
descriptions appear to be fit the data well and we cannot discriminate between the mechanisms for down-532
fan smoothing. This study warrants a deeper field investigation and we present this case as an example of533
how one might use information contained in alluvial fans.534

535
3.4 Impact Craters536

537
Topographic roughness of planetary bodies other than Earth has been used to map processes and geologic538
units of Mars (Kreskalevsky and Head.,2000; Orosei et al., 2003; Campbell et al., 2013; Cao et al., 2023),539
the moon (Kreskalevsky et al., 2014; Cai and Fa., 2020; Guo et al., 2021), and Mercury (Kreskalevsky et540
al., 2014). In some cases, these bodies, or selected surfaces on them are primarily sculpted by impact541
cratering. Impact craters have a mound-pit-mound geometry which should be describable by a 2nd order542
DoG and theory presented here should apply. Furthermore, impact craters are ideal morphologic features543
for this theory because they are remarkably consistent in their form (Fassett et al., 2014). The moon in544
particular is well-suited because there are few geomorphic processes at work on the surface and the545
primary one (micrometeorites) leads to diffusive-like evolution of topography (Fassett et al., 2014).546
Indeed, Fassett et al., (2014) describe the topographic evolution of lunar craters with linear diffusion and547
develop a relative dating technique.548

549
In addition to topographic roughness, there is a rich legacy of crater-counting studies on planetary bodies550
(Gault, 1970; Xiao and Werner, 2015; Melosh 1989). These studies generally focus on probability551
distribution of crater size for given areas which can ultimately be used as a relative or absolute age-dating552
technique. In those studies, researchers are limited to a binary metric in terms of there being a well-553
resolved crater or not. We see our theory as providing an alternative measure with topographic roughness554
being explicitly a function of cratering, which does not require the individual counting of craters and only555
relies on topographic data. A complete study that explores the relationship between roughness and556
different distributions of crater sizes is beyond the scope of this study. Instead, we intend to illustrate how557
our theory applies and briefly present some data.558

559
The initial condition is provided by Fassett et al., (2014), who identify an idealized empirical expression560
for the initial condition of an impact crater. We represent the topography is the best-fit sum of a zero and561
second order Gaussian to the form provided by Fassett et al., (2014). However, in this case, we note the562
following relationships,563

564
565
566
567
568

which are consistent for many craters with radial distance to rim, R [L].569
570

Our goal is to determine the analytical solution for the evolution of topographic variance of a diffusing571
crater; however, a reasonable analytical solution for this problem likely does not exist. If an analytical572
solution exists, it probably involves a large number of terms and is impractical. Instead, we observe that573
in all cases presented above, the decay term involves the quantity �2/4  +  �� −�

 where � depends on574
the geometry of the feature (mound, pit-mound, mound-pit-mound). There are then two ways to describe575
the initial topographic variance of a crater. First, we can empirically determine a function for the form576
provided by Fassett et al., (2014) which turns out to be,577

578
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�
− 0.0484�6

�2 . (25)579
580
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Or second, we can solve for the variance of the initial condition of the combination of Gaussian functions581
that is a best fit to the form from Fassett et al., (2014).582

583
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2�4+ 4�2

2

2��2
− �2 �0�2−2�2

�2 . (26)584

585
Last, numerical experiments illustrate that for this topographic form, � = 3 so that586

587

� � ≈ � 0 1 + 4��
�2

−3
, (27)588

589
And r(0) can be represented by either Eq. (25) or (26). Figure 8a illustrates that Eq. (27) matches590
numerical experiments run on craters of different sizes (Figure 8b).591

592

593
Figure 8. a) Numerical and quasi-theoretical (Eq. 27) evolution of topographic roughness for four craters594
of different radii, R. (b) Four different craters of different radii with the initial form given by Fassett and595
Thompson 2014 in colors and the best-fit sum-of-gaussians to that form shown in black. The diffusion of596
those both form is shown in the dash-dot lines after equal amounts of time.597

598
The cumulative roughness due to craters of a certain size is the integral of all impacts through time,599

600
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602
Note that this is roughness due to craters of a certain size, . For the purpose of this paper we do not603
consider the consequence of crater overprinting, in which young large craters obliterate and cover the604
signal of older smaller craters. Overprinting could be incorporated into the theory by removing some605
portion of craters of size with a frequency that relates to that of all larger craters. There is a large body606
of research that investigates the probability functions of crater sizes around the lunar surface (Xiao and607
Werner, 2015; Gault, 1970; Melosh 1989; Fassett, 2016) which largely suggest that crater sizes on the608
moon are distributed as a power-law with � � ∝ �−2, where � � is the probability density function of609
crater sizes that are in statistical equilibrium. In particular, we note Gault’s definition that equilibrium is a610
state achieved when the crater production and degradation processes are equal - regardless of the611
degradation process. Gault was counting individual craters so their definition applied to features that were612
visible. By using topographic variance, we do not need to qualify whether or not a crater is visible as very613
old craters contribute very little to the variance. Topographic variance, framed in this way, may614
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complement crater counting studies that focus on identifying conditions for crater saturation or615
equilibrium.616

617
We briefly examine the topographic roughness of a section of the moon in several different length scale618
bands. We target a section of the lunar Highlands using a 2-meter resolution DEM from the Lunar619
Reconnaisance Orbiter Camera Digital Terrain Models (Henriksen et al., 2015) with a Gaussian kernel of620
different length scales, �� (Figure 9). Across six different bands of crater size, we identify a power-law621
relationship between the topographic variance and the smoothing scale where � ∝ ��2, where �� is the622
scale of the high-pass filter and therefore indicates the scale of craters that contribute to roughness in that623
band (Figure 10a). We emphasize that this measure of roughness is for only a band of wavelengths,624
meaning that it is the difference between two high pass filters and therefore only highlights topography of625
a given scale (Figure 10b).626

627
The power law relationship of �  ∝ ��2 generally agrees with published data on crater size frequency628
distributions. The reported distributions of crater sizes scale as �−2 for small craters on many parts of the629
moon. We have demonstrated that large craters contribute more variance with �  ∝ �4. Combining these630
two facts gives an expected topographic variance as a function of scale that goes as �  ∝ ��2. Cai and Fa631
(2020) conducted a similar analysis on the same data and found that the standard deviation of elevation632
for detrended topography varied as ��0.88, where 0.88 is the Hurst exponent and λc is the length scale of a633
moving average. Our analysis of a small section of the lunar Highlands suggests a similar relationship634
with RMS varying approximately linearly with λc. However, we note that our analysis only considers a635
band of roughness between two length scales as opposed to all contributions to roughness at length scales636
shorter than a length scale.637

638
Theory in this paper provides a method for understanding the interplay between impact rates and639
topographic smoothing, which is absent from many crater counting studies. We have not attached any640
numbers to the analysis here because it is beyond the scope of this paper. However, one could use this641
theory to either determine impact rates through time or topographic diffusivity. One interesting note is642
that we may expect there to be a scale-dependent diffusivity on the moon because larger craters will643
diffuse by the action of all smaller craters. Therefore, because as craters increase in size then there are644
more impactors that act to diffuse topography over smaller scales, which in turn increases the topographic645
diffusivity. This recalls our statement in the introduction whereby topographic roughness elements decay646
by the action of all processes that operate over smaller scales (Figure 1). In the case of lunar topography,647
all smaller impactors degrade larger ones.648
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649
Figure 9. High-pass filters generated from 2-m resolution lunar topography (LOLA) and filtered with Gaussian650
filters with length scales of . Area is located at approximately 43.43° N, 167.95° E, in the Lunar Highlands.651
Colors bounding the subfigures relate to colors in Figure 10.652

653

654
Figure 10. a) Topographic variance measured for craters with length scales in the bands shown in (b). Note that655
Cai and Fa (2020) plot the standard deviation as a function of measurement length scale. Taking the square root of656
variance would reduce the slope (Hurst exponent) of the line in (a) from about 2 to 1. Colors relate to subfigures in657
Figure 9.658

659
Now that we have collected results for several different natural features, we turn to a generalization of the660
theory. Further, we identify characteristic timescales for the decay of topographic roughness for different661
features.662

663
4. Generalization664
The previous sections describe theory that is specific to several different processes. Here, we collect those665
results and specify patterns that we have observed and generalize so that the theory is relevant to a range666
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of initial conditions, sediment transport behaviors, and temporal characteristics of noisy roughening667
processes (shrub deaths, tree throw, avulsions, cratering).668

669
4.1 Generalizing Geometry670
We begin with a generalization of the decay function for a continuum of initial conditions. The theory671

differs for each initial condition; however, each version contains a term with �2

4 +  ��
−�
, where the672

values of � vary by feature. There is a pattern in the value of � that depends on the order of the derivative673
n and the feature dimensionality, DN,674

675
� = �  +   12 ��, (29)676

677
In the case where an initial condition is a sum of two different derivatives, the decay rate is weighted by678
their contributions to the function. For example, the contributions to the variance of a crater are almost679
equal between the zero and second derivative of the Gaussian and dimensionality, Dn=2. In that case, a680
zero order DoG has variance that decays as t-1 and the second order DoG has variance that decays as t-5.681
Because both of those functions contribute equally to create a crater we take their average and �  =   1 +682
5 /2  = 3. Furthermore, this pattern extends to non-integer orders of DoG which add some asymmetry to683
the features and may be more realistic in certain settings (Figure 11a). Equation (29) allows for684
generalization of the specific idealized examples to a continuum of initial conditions for features.685
Examples of features that are well-described by a non-integer DoG are tree throw pit-mound couplets on686
shallowly sloping topography (Doane et al., 2021) or asymmetric levees along a channel.687

688

689
Figure 11. a) Generalization of the Gaussian and its fractional derivative forms, which allows us to represent a wide690
range of natural features. Using the two equations at the top of the figure, we achieve a solution for the decay of691
topographic variance for all forms according to local linear diffusion (b) and nonlocal diffusion by using fractional692
derivatives for the evolution of the feature (c). For the case of linear diffusion, variance decays as a nonlinear693
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function that depends on the order of the derivative of the Gaussian, , and the dimensionality of the feature (1 or 2694
dimensions).695

696
Even though our theory can produce a continuum of initial conditions, natural features may still differ697
from those geometries. Notably, topographic variance is a robust measure of roughness and the theory698
applies even for features that differ slightly from the exact forms. So long as a feature can be described as699
a pit, pit-mound couplet, or mound–pit-mound complex, the theory applies. To demonstrate this, we700
numerically diffuse other initial conditions that are constructed from boxes or triangles. Figure 12 shows701
that although the shapes differ, features described as a pit, pit-mound couplet, or mound-pit-mound702
complex will have variances that decay approximately as t-½, t-3/2, and t-5/2 respectively.703

704
Figure 11. a) Initial conditions (solid) composed of box and triangular functions that resemble pits, pit-mound705
couplets, and mound-pit-mound complexes and their forms as they diffuse (dot-dash). B) Topographic variance for706
square (square symbols) and triangular (triangular symbols) initial conditions decays approximately the same as707
the theory describes for DoG’s with alpha equal to 1 ⁄ 2, 3/2, and 5/2 for the three conditions (triangular insert).708

709
4.2 Generalizing Transport710
We also extend the theory to include nonlocal sediment transport models which are a relatively new class711
of sediment transport models for geomorphology (Furbish and Haff, 2010; Furbish and Roering, 2013;712
Foufoula-Georgiou et al., 2010; Tucker and Bradley, 2010). Theory developed above relies on a local713
description of the sediment flux. That is, the sediment flux at a position is only a function of conditions714
at position . A nonlocal formulation allows for the possibility that the sediment flux at location is a715
function of conditions surrounding as well, which acknowledges that particles travel finite distances.716
The impact of nonlocal formulations is greatest on steep topography where particles travel long distances717
(DiBiase et al., 2017; Roth et al., 2020) or where particle travel distances are long relative to the spatial718
scale over which conditions change (Furbish et al., 2021). In the case of roughness elements, features are719
small and particle travel distances may be long relative to their length scales. The most relevant720
conditions for sediment transport is the land-surface slope, ��/�� and one way to incorporate721
nonlocality is through fractional calculus (Schumer et al., 2009; Foufoula-Georgiou et al., 2010; Ganti et722
al., 2012), which writes the sediment flux as a function of a non-integer derivative of the land-surface,723

724

, (30)725
726

where 0 < � ≤ 1 . The theory presented above is for the case when b=1 and sediment transport is entirely727
local. Values of b<1 imply that particles travel relatively long distances. We can incorporate nonlocality728
into the theory for topographic roughness by relying on rules for derivatives in wavenumber domain,729

730
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�� �, � = �� �,0 � 푖� �+1��, (31)731
732

where K is still a topographic diffusivity but has units [Lb+1 T-1]. There is not an analytical solution for733
Parseval’s theorem when � < 1 , so we must numerically integrate the square of (31). Figure 11b and 11c734
illustrate that adding nonlocality increases the pace of topographic smoothing. For example, for the case735
where n=2 (2nd order DoG, mound-pit-mound), a local formulation results in topographic variance that736
decays as �−5/2 whereas for the nonlocal case with � = 1/2 , the topographic variance decays as737
approximately �−3.738

739
740

4.3 Generalizing Noisy Roughening Processes741
Until this point, we have assumed that roughening processes (shrub mound death, tree throw, avulsions,742
impact cratering in terms of number per unit area per unit time) are white noises through time. This may743
not be true; however, for shrub mounds which respond to population dynamics (Worman and Furbish,744
2019, Gearon and Young, 2021), avulsions which may occur in clusters (Iepli et al., 2021), and alluvial745
fans which may repulse or attract new channels (Martin and Edmonds, 2022; Hajek and Wolinsky, 2012).746
We anticipate that correlation in the time-series will affect the statistics of measured roughness values. In747
this section, we generalize an expression for the decay of topographic roughness and use it to define a748
characteristic timescale. Then, we develop a numerical technique for generating noisy signals with a749
specified correlation (AR(1) process) and probability distribution.750

751
To begin, we define a characteristic timescale for the decay of topographic variance using the generalized752
decay function (29),753
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756

For � < 1 , the upper limit of integration would be set to T0, the saturation timescale from section 3.3. A757
comparison between �� and the correlation timescale for � �� will reveal how the noise-producing758
process can lead to different statistics of topographic roughness. The AR(1) process that represents p(t) is759

760
� 푖 + 1 = �1� 푖   +  � , (33)761

762
where i is a discrete moment in time and � is a random value drawn from a zero-mean Normal763
distribution. When �1 = 0, the signal is a white noise and when �1 = 1, the signal is Brownian. The764
correlation timescale for noisy signals is determined by integrating the autocorrelation function. For AR(1)765
processes, the correlation timescale is766

767
�� =−

1
log �1

. (34)768
769

We then convolve different decay rates according to Eq. (29) with different noisy signals to investigate770
how the characteristics of time series of the roughening processes influence topographic roughness across771
a landscape. The key value is the ratio of timescales for roughness production versus roughness removal,772
��/��. However, in addition to specifying the correlation timescale of p(t), we also want to specify the773
probability distribution that it is drawn from. To do so, we develop a sampling method that resembles the774
QPPQ method that is popular in studies of stream discharge (Worland et al., 2019)(SI).775

776
Using this sampling method we are able to explore the role of correlation in the time series of the777
roughening process and its influence on the statistics of measured topographic roughness. We numerically778
simulate the convolution779

780
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� �   =  �0  −∞
� � �' �2

4 +  � � − �'
−�

� ��', (35)781

782
where C0 is a constant that would normally reflect the geometry of features. For the purpose of illustrating783
the effect of different correlation in roughening processes on topographic roughness itself, we set C0 equal784
to one. The numerical experiment varies �1 (0 to 1) and � (1 to 3) so that we can explore the effect of785
��/��. In each run, p is distributed exponentially. Each time series s is Z-transformed so that � = �−786
�� /�� which plots all time-series around the same values. Figure 13a illustrates that for a single value of787
�� but different values of α, the time-series of Z remains largely the same. Differences between Z time788
series begin to appear when there is strong correlation in p. The probability distributions of Z-transformed789
time series highlight the increasing skewness as ��/�� increases. Figure 13c calculates the statistical790
moments for s(t), for different values of �1 in p, but only for � = 2 (geometry for tree throw) and791
illustrates that the mean values remain the same as ��/�� changes, the variance increases linearly with792
��/��, and the skewness increases as ��/��

1/2. These results are likely influenced by our demand that793
p be distributed as an exponential; however, the fact that the skewness and variance of a distribution794
reflect the correlation in the time-series is a potentially useful relationship for unfolding the time series or795
population dynamics of shrubs, tree throw, avulsions, or cratering.796

797

798
Figure 13. a) Z-transformed time-series for different combinations of and . (b) Probability distributions of -799
transformed roughness values illustrating that the skewness changes as the ratio changes. (c) The raw800
statistical moments as a function of ��/��. The mean is not a function of ��/��, the variance of roughness is801
linearly related to ��/�� and the skewness of roughness varies as the square root of ��/��. That skewness and802
variance scale with the correlation structure of the roughening process is potentially useful for unfolding the803
temporal dynamics of shrub populations, tree throw, or avulsions.804

805
Conclusions806
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We have presented a theory that explains topographic roughness in a variety of settings where specified807
ecologic, atmospheric, and hydrogeomorphic events stochastically add variance to the land surface. The808
theory is built on simple assumptions that sediment on soil- and sediment-mantled systems moves faster809
downhill on steeper slopes and roughness is randomly produced by geomorphic processes that leave a810
characteristic topographic signature. The theory explains that topographic roughness, quantified by the811
variance over a specified area, emerges as a simple balance of the frequency of processes that create812
roughness and the magnitude of the smaller scale processes that remove it. The geometric forms for813
roughness elements can be one of three classes: mounds (pits), pit-mound couplets, or mound-pit-mound814
complexes, which are represented by the zero, first, and second order derivatives of Gaussian functions815
(DoGs) respectively. Specific examples include mounds under shrubs, tree throw pit-mound couplets,816
channel-levee complexes, and cratered terrain. We demonstrate and develop expressions for the817
relationship between measured topographic roughness, production rate, and the magnitude of creep-like818
processes that remove roughness. We demonstrate that topographic roughness scales linearly with the819
frequency of production process and inversely with the magnitude of creep-like processes. Insofar as each820
of these processes is challenging to observe on human timescales, topographic roughness serves as a821
valuable archive of stochastic geomorphic processes and extreme events.822

823
In addition to the idealized forms represented by integer order DoGs, the theory holds for a continuum of824
initial conditions and is applicable to a broad range of natural features. Theory also applies to topographic825
features that are better described by triangular or square waves, which illustrates that topographic826
variance is a robust metric that can be used to quantify a broad range of processes. This is largely because827
diffusion problems approach a consistent form that is a DoG.828

829
We also consider the consequences of changing correlation timescales of the noisy processes that create830
topographic roughness. This may include events such as prolonged drought killing many shrubs (Worman831
and Furbish, 2019), canopy gaps increasing the frequency of wind throw, or avulsions that are clumped in832
space in time (Ielpi et al., 2020). Adding correlation in the time-series appears to add skewness to833
probability distributions of measured roughness values.834

835
Altimetric data has become finer in resolution and more widely available in the last decade, a trend likely836
to continue. We demonstrated how static snapshots of high-resolution topographic data can be inverted to837
obtain process-level details stretching back in time. Our approach makes use of all detailed topographic838
information rather than coarse scale versions of topography. We aim to provide theory to move past839
‘spatially-averaged geomorphology’ and enable investigation of previously-obscured small-scale840
geomorphic processes.841
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Abstract17

Topographic roughness is a popular yet ambiguous metric used in surface process research for18
many applications that indicates something about the variation of topography over specified19
measurement intervals. In soil- and sediment-mantled settings topographic roughness may be20
framed as a competition between roughening and smoothing processes. In many cases,21
roughening processes may be specific eco-geo-hydromorphic events like shrub deaths, tree22
uprooting, river avulsions, or impact craters. The smoothing processes are all geomorphic23
processes that operate at smaller scales and tend to drive a diffusive evolution of the surface. In24
this article, we present a generalized theory that explains topographic roughness as an emergent25
property of geomorphic systems (semi-arid plains, forests, alluvial fans, heavily bombarded26
surfaces) that are periodically shocked by an addition of roughness which subsequently decays27
due to the action of all small scale, creep-like processes. We demonstrate theory for the examples28
listed above, but also illustrate that there is a continuum of topographic forms that the29
roughening process may take on so that the theory is broadly applicable. Furthermore, we30
demonstrate how our theory applies to any geomorphic feature that can be described as a pit or31
mound, pit-mound couplet, or mound-pit-mound complex.32

Plain Language Summary33

Earth’s surface is constantly roughened by processes that operate quasi-randomly in space and34
time. For example, in forest settings, trees that topple will uproot soil with the root ball and35
deposit a mound and excavate a pit, leaving a pit-mound couplet on the surface. With time, this36
topographic signature decays due to geomorphic processes rearranging sediment and soil on the37
surface. In this paper, we develop theory that explains topographic roughness as a balance38
between processes that create roughness and those that destroy it. We consider several different39
mechanisms and develop a general theory for topographic roughness that applies to many40
settings. We further develop theory that allows for a very wide range of roughening processes.41

42
Introduction43

44
A central goal of geomorphology is to clarify the relationships between surface processes and ecology45
(Gabet 2003; Gabet and Mudd, 2010; Furbish et al., 2009), climate (Richardson et al., 2019; Madoff et al.,46
2022; Madoff et al., 2016), solid earth processes (Richardson and Karlstrom, 2019, LaHusen et al., 2016;47
Booth et al., 2017; Roering et al 2015; Finnegan et al., 2021), and weather (DeLilse et al., 2023, Doane et48
al., 2023; Turowski et al., 2009). An obstacle to progress towards that goal is that the relevant spatial and49
temporal scales of surface processes often differ from those of human observation, frustrating scientific50
progress. Instead of direct observation and measurement of processes, there is a legacy in geomorphology51
that relies on the connection between process and topographic form which allows for process information52
to be extracted from topographic morphometrics (Struble et al., 2021; Fernandes and Dietrich, 1997;53
Roering et al., 2007; Clubb et al., 2016, Gabet et al., 2021; Grieve et al., 2016). Until recent decades, most54
topographic datasets had spatial resolutions of 10 to 30 meters and many theoretical, field, and modeling55
efforts, either purposefully or not, targeted that scale. This led to an understanding of processes at that56
scale or larger (Ganti et al., 2012) but implicitly obscured smaller scale processes. In recent decades, there57
has been tremendous technological development and a significant increase in the coverage, precision, and58
resolution of topographic datasets (Viles et al., 2016; Stoker and Miller, 2022; Lewis et al., 2020;59
Luetzenburg et al., 2021). High resolution topographic datasets (i.e., < 2m resolution) allow us to target60
increasingly precise processes like tree throw (Doane et al., 2021; 2023), as opposed to the suite of61
processes that determine large scale morphometrics (Figure 1). Despite increasingly high-resolution62
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topographic data, the legacy of coarse-scale geomorphology persists as researchers apply low-pass filters63
to high-resolution topographic data to address long timescale issues such as erosion rates measured over64
10 ka, which justifies the spatial averaging (Ganti et al., 2012), but removes small scale, detailed65
topographic features from analyses. This article provides a framework for extracting process-based66
information contained in the small wavelength topographic features that record specific eco- and67
hydrogeomorphic events.68

69
At length scales larger than decimeters and smaller than tens of meters, topography is noisy and rough70
(Ganti et al., 2012; Roering et al., 2010; Roth et al., 2021; DiBiase et al., 2017: Doane et al., 2021). In71
many sediment- or soil-mantled settings, topographic roughness is stochastically created by discrete72
features or events. With age, those roughness elements decay due to the action of all smaller scale73
geomorphic processes that tend to remove roughness (Jyotsna and Haff, 1997; Furbish and Fagherazzi,74
2001) (Figure 1). Topographic roughness therefore reflects a balance between roughening processes and75
the magnitude of geomorphic processes that tend to smooth the surface. We specifically refer to76
topographic roughness as the deviation from the average topography measured over scales of tens of77
meters to kilometers, depending on the setting. We describe theory that presents topographic roughness as78
an emergent property of specific geomorphic processes. These include mounds under shrubs in semi-arid79
settings (Bochet et al., 2000), tree throw pit-mound couplets (Doane et al., 2021; 2023), abandoned80
channels on fan surfaces (Johnstone et al., 2017), and heavily cratered surfaces (Kreslavsky et al., 2013).81
Topographic roughness is now measurable with lidar, structure-from-motion, and lunar and planetary82
topographic datasets, allowing us to apply the theory to real landscapes and invert it to learn about process83
rates or frequencies and statistics (Doane et al., 2023).84

85

86
Figure 1. Conceptual plot of the frequency and length scale processes and features. For any given landscape, the87
frequency of certain processes may increase or decrease so that this plot will be unique for a given setting. In this88
paper we demonstrate that high resolution topographic data highlights relatively small-scale features that degrade89
by the action of all smaller scale processes.90

91
This paper is outlined as follows. In section 2, we describe the general steps for developing analytical92
expressions for the topographic variance of surfaces. In section 3, we apply these steps to four different93
features and advocate for a view of topographic roughness as process topography, reflecting that theory94
clearly relates roughness to specific processes. For some settings we briefly discuss case studies. However,95
this paper is primarily a presentation of theory and each setting warrants its own investigation. In section96
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4 we generalize theory to represent a continuum of initial conditions and explore varied autocorrelation97
structures of the stochastic roughening processes (shrub population dynamics, tree throw rates, avulsion98
frequency). In that section, we also demonstrate that topographic variance is a robust metric and if a99
feature can be broadly described as a mound, pit-mound couplet, or mound-pit-mound complex (Figure 2),100
the theory applies.101

102
2. Theory103

104
2.1 Notation105
We use the following notation in this paper. Hats on variables refer to the Fourier transform of the spatial106
variable  �� �  ⟷  � �   , where � [L] is the land surface elevation, x [L] is a horizontal position, and k107
[L-1] is wavenumber (radians per meter). The subscript s refers to a single feature that comprises a108
topographic roughness element, so �� is the roughness due to a single feature (e.g. a mound) and � is the109
roughness due to the sum of features across a landscape. Angle brackets, e.g., � , imply an average of110
the variable. The organization of this paper requires that we reuse variables and A always refers to an111
amplitude and λ is a length scale. � will take on subscripts that range between 0 and 2 and will have112
different units so that �� has units [Ln+1].113

114
2.2 Derivation115
Topographic roughness is a popular yet ambiguous metric (Smith, 2014) that broadly indicates something116
about the variation in topography over specified measurement intervals (Kreslavsky et al., 2013). As117
Smith (2014) notes, the ambiguity arises from varied applications of topographic roughness, which is118
measured over centimeters to kilometers and is known to influence or reflect: the velocity of open channel119
flow over a rough bed (Hassan and Reid, 1990; Yager et al., 2007; Nikora et al., 2001; Kean and Smith,120
2006), bedrock exposure on hillslopes (Milodowski et al., 2015), particle travel distances (Gabet and121
Mendoza, 2012; DiBiase et al., 2017; Roth et al., 2020; Furbish et al., 2021), the age of landslides122
(LaHusen et al., 2016; Booth et al., 2017), or the age of abandoned surfaces on alluvial fans (Frankel et al.,123
2007; Johnstone et al., 2018). Popular measures of roughness include topographic variance (Doane et al.,124
2021; 2023; Roth et al., 2020), the root mean square of slope (LaHusen et al., 2016; Booth et al., 2017),125
variograms (Soulard et al., 2013), or statistics associated with the second derivative of topography126
(Kreslavski et al., 2013). Each measure is subject to the spatial scale over which it is applied, and each127
measure may be better suited for a different purpose (Kreslavski et al., 2013 provide a good summary of128
consequences of roughness metrics). We use the topographic variance definition because it is the most129
mathematically accessible to analytical solutions. There are several relevant spatial scales for the settings130
in this article. The topographic variance for shrub mounds is measured over meters to tens of meters, for131
pit-mound couplets it is measured over tens to hundreds of meters, for alluvial fans it is measured over132
hundreds to thousands of meters, and for cratered surfaces from tens of meters to tens of kilometers.133

134
Topographic roughness in soil- or sediment-mantled settings has a simple interpretation: it reflects a135
balance between a stochastic roughening process and the suite of slope-dependent and creep-like136
processes that chronically degrade topography (Doane et al., 2021; Furbish and Fagherazzi, 2001; Jyotsna137
and Haff, 1997; Schumer et al., 2017). This sets up a simple mathematical statement. We anticipate that138
the expected (or average) topographic roughness, �� [L2], scales linearly with the ratio of roughness139
production rate, ��[T-1], to the magnitude of creep-like processes, K [L2 T-1] so that140

141
�� = �

��
� (1)142

143
where C is a coefficient that depends on the geometry of the feature (mound, pit-mound couplet, mound-144
pit-mound complex). Equation (1), which can be inverted for a production rate, highlights the potential145
for using topographic roughness to interpret process rates or frequencies that are otherwise difficult to146
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observe (Doane et al., 2021). For example, tree throw is rarely directly observed and obtaining147
frequencies typically depends on measuring the impact of specific storms and multiplying that effect by148
the storm frequency (Hellmer et al., 2015; Hancock et al., 2021). However, in Doane et al., (2023), the149
authors point out that these extreme events have return intervals that are long so that direct observations150
are usually not possible. Topographic roughness, on the other hand, is formed by individual storms and151
persists for many decades to centuries and so is a useful archive of tree throw.152

153
Chronic small-scale geomorphic processes tend to drive bulk downslope transport at rates that scale with154
the land-surface slope. This leads to a model of land surface evolution in the form of a linear diffusion155
equation (Fernandes and Dietrich, 1997; Culling, 1963),156

157
휕�
휕� = �∇

2�, (2)158
159

where � [L] is the land surface elevation, K [L2 T-1] is the topographic diffusivity that reflects the160
magnitude of small-scale creep-like processes, and t [T] is time. The diffusion equation smooths161
topography at a rate that depends on the form of the roughness feature and the magnitude of K (Furbish162
and Fagherazzi, 2001; Jyotsna and Haff, 1997; Doane et al., 2021). We note that nonlinear (Roering et al.,163
1999) and nonlocal (Furbish and Haff, 2010; Tucker and Bradley, 2010; Foufoula-Georgiou et al., 2010)164
formulations for sediment transport and land surface evolution are alternative models. While such models165
may perform better in certain settings in recreating ridge and valley scale morphology, we argue that for166
the small-scale processes that we consider here, linear diffusion captures the essence of the process and is167
a reasonable description. Furthermore, nonlinear and nonlocal formulations preclude analytical solutions168
for topographic roughness, but one could conduct a similar study numerically. The problems in this paper169
have analytical or quasi-analytical solutions to the diffusion equation achieved in the wavenumber170
domain via the Fourier transform. The wavenumber representation of an analytical solution to (2) is171

172
�� �, ��, �� = �� 0, ��, �� �−�� ��

2  + ��2 , (3)173
174

where kx and ky are wavenumbers [L-1] (radians per distance). We then take advantage of Parseval's175
Theorem which states that,176

177

−∞
∞

−∞
∞ �� ��,��

2
�� ������ = −∞

∞
−∞
∞ � � 2�� ����. (4)178

179
Plugging (3) into (4) yields a solution for the time-evolution of the average square of topographic180
deviations that contains a single roughness element ,181

182

��2 � = 1
4�2� −∞

∞ 
−∞
∞ �� 0,  ��,  �� �−�� ��

2  + ��2
2

�� ������, (5)183
184

where �� [L] is the topography of a single roughness element and H, [L or L2] is the domain size. The185
topographic variance, rs [L2] is186

187
�� � = ζs2(t) − �� � 2. (6)188

189
In the following sections, we demonstrate that if �� �,  � can be described by derivatives of Gaussian190
functions (DoGs), then there are analytical solutions to (6). More broadly, we suggest that features which191
can be described as mounds (pits), pit-mound couplets, or mound-pit-mound complexes involve the zero,192
first, and second order DoG respectively (Figure 2). Furthermore, complex geometries can be represented193
by summing different DoGs, so the theory applies to many topographic features.194
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195
There is a significant overlap between the theory presented in this paper and signal processing. Namely,196
DoGs are Hermitian wavelets and, most notably, the 2nd order DoG is known as the Ricker Wavelet197
(Kumar and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1997), which has been used in geomorphology to calculate the low pass-198
filtered topographic concavity (Lashermes et al., 2007; Struble et al., 2021). In section 4, we generalize199
the theory to a continuum of topographic forms which resemble a generalized wavelet described in Wang200
(2015). Despite topographic forms resembling wavelets and our use of the Fourier transform to achieve201
analytical expressions, we do not use wavelet analysis in this article. However, a similar theory may be202
achieved by explicitly using a wavelet definition at the outset.203

204

205
Figure 2. a) The three basic functions which form initial conditions either as independent functions or as the sum of206
two functions. Zero, first, and second order DoG’s roughly correspond to shrub sediment mounds (a, photo credit207
David Furbish) (Furbish et al., 2009), tree throw pit-mound couplets (b) (Doane et al., 2021; 2023), and channel-208
levee complexes (c From Adams et al., 2004) respectively (re-published with permission from Elsevier).209

210
The theory requires that a single process dominates in the creation of topographic roughness. This is211
satisfied in many settings; however, there are notable exceptions that include sources of roughness as212
legacies of past environments (Del Vecchio et al., 2018) (e.g. solifluction lobes, boulder fields), bedrock213
exposure (Milodowski et al., 2015), or landslides (La Husen et al., 2016; Booth et al., 2017) which we214
avoid. In the settings that we consider, the roughness of the landscape, r, is equal to the sum of all215
roughness features that have ever existed weighted by a decay function that declines with age due to216
topographic diffusion. This amounts to a convolution of the rate of roughness production, p [T-1] with the217
decay function defined in (3),218

219
� � = −∞

� � �' �� � − �' ��'� . (7)220
221

The integral in (7) clarifies that in these settings, roughness is an archive of past geomorphic events that222
occurred at time t’. In the context of our four case studies, p(t’) is the history of all stochastic events,223
including desert shrub deaths, tree throw, river avulsions, or impact cratering, that have ever occurred.224
Insofar as p reflects shrub population dynamics (shrubs), wind or ice storms (tree throw) (Hellmer et al.,225
2015; Doane et al., 2021; 2023), or trigger events (avulsions) (Martin and Edmonds, 2023), this theory226
offers potentially valuable information regarding the intersection of geomorphology with ecology and227
weather. We emphasize the intersection with weather and not climate because we extract information228
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regarding the frequency of discrete events (Doane et al., 2023). In the next sections, we describe theory229
for specific topographic features.230

231
3. Examples232
In this section, we apply the general theory of process topography to several different scenarios in which233
the Gaussian and derivatives are appropriate approximations. For each example, we define the relevant234
parameters, appeal to existing literature, and discuss the information that is revealed by process235
topography. Our intent is to introduce the concept in different contexts and provide a brief description of236
each setting.237

238
3.1 Zero-Order: Shrub Mounds239
In semi-arid environments, vegetation—often woody shrubs—appears in patchy, distributed mosaics240
separated by swaths of bare soil. Underneath shrubs, small (dm-scale) mounds or topographic highs241
composed of sediment are observed (Soulard et al., 2013; Worman and Furbish, 2019; Furbish et al., 2009;242
Parsons et al., 1992; Bochet et al., 2000). As the proposed mechanisms for mound formation are diverse243
and still debated (Buis et al., 2010; Shachak and Lovett, 1998), we focus here on an accepted,244
mathematically describable abiotic mound-building process like rainsplash accumulation (Du et al., 2013;245
Parsons et al., 1992; Furbish et al., 2009). When rain falls in semi-arid settings, the drops impact the bare246
ground directly adjacent to shrubs at terminal velocity. These discrete impacts drive a radial flux of247
particles outward from the impact location with some portion of the ejected grains landing beneath shrub248
canopy, aggrading the sediment mound (Furbish et al., 2009; Parsons et al., 1992). Conversely, the249
sediment directly under the shrub canopy is protected from rainsplash impact by leaves and branches,250
halting outward-directed sediment flux from the mound (Parsons et al., 1992; Furbish et al., 2009;251
Worman and Furbish, 2019). The result of these physical interactions is a net flux of sediment directed252
toward the shrub, which over time, generates a mound. When the shrub dies, the mound will decay with253
time as the shrub no longer protects the ground from raindrop impacts. As such, rainsplash-constructed254
mounds will decay by an approximately diffusive process as the sloping surface drives a net flux outward255
from the mound (Furbish et al., 2009). This simple, yet physically meaningful interplay of topographic256
diffusion leads to the realization that topographic roughness of these settings reflects a balance between257
shrub population dynamics and geomorphic processes. Here, we present theory that clarifies this258
relationship.259

260
A two-dimensional symmetric Gaussian approximates the mound form described in Furbish et al. (2009)261
and is262

263

�� �,  � = �0�
−�

2

��2
−�

2

��2 . (8)264
265

The mound may be elongated by changing one of the length scales in the exponent, but we consider a266
symmetric form where λ=λx=λy. Following the steps from Section (2), the time evolution of topographic267
variance due to a single mound through time is268

269

�� � = ��0
2�4

2� �2 + 4�� −  
��0�2

�

2
. (9)270

271
The expected topographic variance due to all previous shrubs on an entire hillslope is the sum of all272
mounds of all ages multiplied by the average shrub death rate, [# T-1]273

274

��  =  
���0

2�4�
8�� ln 1  +   4��0

�2
− 8���0

� (10)275
276
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where277
278

�0 =  
1
4

�
2π�−  

�2

� (11)279
280

is a saturation timescale that reflects the time for a single feature to diffuse across the domain, H. The281
total topographic variance of a hillslope at any moment also involves the mounds under live shrubs,282
which is the initial condition for diffusing mounds. Adding these terms together,283

284

�� = ��
�0
2�2�
2� 1 −   2��

2

�
  +  ����

�0
2�4�
8�� ln 1  +   4��0

�2
− 8���0

� , (12)285
286

where the first term describes the topographic variance due to active mounds and the second term287
describes the variance due to decaying mounds. The term ɸ� [T-1] describes the fraction of live shrubs288
that die per unit time. In most cases, we calculate topographic variance over scales of a Ha (10,000 ) so289
H≈10,000 and � ≈ 0.2 m so that terms involving their ratio can be neglected. Simplifying and290
rearranging Eq. (12),291

292

�� = ��
�0
2�2�
2� 1  +  ��

�2

4� ln 1  +   4��0
�2

− 8���0
� , (13)293

294
which is a measurable quantity that reflects the population dynamics of shrubs contained in �� and ��.295
Estimating values for K remains a challenge in geomorphology and it varies over a couple orders of296
magnitude. However, previous work suggests that K is a function of climate (Richardson et al., 2019;297
Madoff et al., 2016; 2022) or, in the case of rainsplash, it can be developed with theory (Furbish et al.,298
2009). Further, Doane et al. (2021, 2023) demonstrate that meaningful statistical information can be299
extracted without knowing exact values of K.300

301
302
303
304

305
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Figure 3. a) Three time series for equal live shrub spatial density (250 per Ha), but with 4,8, and 12 shrub deaths306
per year per Ha. Topographic roughness will reflect two subpopulations of shrubs: [1] growing mounds under live307
shrubs and [2] decaying mounds under dead shrubs. Each shrub that dies per year is replaced. Dotted lines308
represent theory. (b-d) Corresponding hillshades of resulting topography.309

310
We numerically simulate a topographic surface that accumulates shrub mounds which diffuse through311
time. The relevant parameters include A0 and �, which relate to mound sizes (Furbish et al., 2009), and Sa312
and ��, which relate to shrub spacing and lifespan statistics (Gearon and Young, 2021). Shrub spacing313
may vary depending on aspect, climate, and species; but two meters appears to be a reasonable estimate314
(Gearon and Young, 2021). This corresponds to roughly 550 shrubs per hectare and is consistent with315
Worman and Furbish (2019). For each run in our model, the number of shrubs that die is held constant316
through time and each shrub that dies is replaced by a new one. We test simulations where shrub deaths317
are selected from an exponential distribution wherein, on average 4, 8 and 12 shrubs die per year per Ha.318
Results from the numerical model demonstrate that theory matches the numerics (Figure 3) and that the319
expected topographic roughness scales linearly with the number of shrubs that die per year. Or, said320
another way, shrub populations with faster turnover create rougher surfaces (Figure 3). Because we use an321
exponential distribution for number of shrub deaths, the variance of roughness also grows with the322
increased turnover because the variance of an exponential distribution is ��2 .323

324
Previous field observations are consistent with this theory. Soulard et al. (2013) measure topographic325
roughness due to mounds under shrubs in burned and unburned plots of land. The burn occurred a decade326
prior to the measurement, which removed shrubs from the landscape and left mounds vulnerable to327
erosion by rainsplash or wind. Those authors demonstrate that the unburned plots were rougher as a result328
of the consistent shrub cover compared to the recovering shrub cover in the burned section.329

330
331

3.2 First Order: Pit-Mound Couplets332
333

334
Figure 4. Three different slope maps from three hillslopes in southern Indiana illustrating different spatial335
concentrations of tree throw as a process (a-c). Each pock mark on the slope map is an individual pit-mound336
couplet and adds roughness to the surface. (d) The location of Brown County in southern Indiana. (e) A fresh tree337
throw event with the roots and tree still intact and (f) an older couplet that has turned into a pit-mound couplet.338

339
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Tree (or wind) throw is a natural ecological disturbance to forests that occurs when an external force340
exceeds the strength of roots, soil, and rock (Phillips et al., 2017; Šamonil et al., 2020; Hellmer et al.,341
2015; Gardiner et al., 2016). The external force is often extreme wind gusts or snow and ice loading on342
the canopy. When this happens, trees uproot which mixes and transports soil (Norman et al., 1995; Gabet343
et al., 2003; Hellmer et al., 2015), creates ecological niches, removes carbon from the above-ground344
carbon stock (Lindroth et al., 2009), affects hydrologic pathways (Valtera et al., 2017), and leaves a345
topographic signature of a pit-mound couplet (Doane et al., 2021). With time, creep-like processes tend to346
degrade the topographic signature such that old couplets have a muted expression and return towards a347
flat surface. The forces required to uproot live trees usually occur during extreme atmospheric events348
(Lindroth et al., 2009; Cannon et al., 2015; Gardiner et al., 2016; Godfrey et al., 2017) which have349
recurrence intervals that are long relative to human timescales such that direct observation of such events350
is challenging. In previous work, Doane et al., (2021) developed theory that describes the expected351
topographic roughness of forests that are subjected to tree throw and interprets roughness as the balance352
between tree throw frequency and creep-like processes (Doane et al., 2021; 2023). In those papers, the353
authors conduct similar analyses and modeling efforts to what we have done here in the previous and354
following sections. We refer readers to those articles for a thorough discussion, and we instead focus on355
the underlying theory in this article.356

357
The initial condition for tree throw pit-mound couplets are approximated by358

359

(14)360
361

which is the product of a zero-order DoG in the y-direction and a first-order DoG in the x-direction362
(Figure 2). Doane et al. (2021) demonstrates that the topographic roughness of a single pit mound couplet363
decays as364

365

� �   =  �1
2��2��2�
32�

��2

4 +  ��
−32 ��2

4
+  ��

−12
. (15)366

367
The topographic roughness of an entire hillslope is the sum of all pit-mound couplets that have ever368
occurred, weighted by their age according to (15),369

370
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��'� , (16)371

372
where C is the leading fraction in (15). In many cases, �� ≈ �� so that the integral simplifies to,373

374
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376
A key result from Doane et al., (2021) solves for the expected topographic roughness,377

378

�� =
�1
2��2�

4 ���2 −���

��
� , (18)379

380
where ��� =

��
��
is the aspect ratio of the couplet and Equation (18) has the same form as (1). Doane et al.,381

(2021) use Equation (18) to estimate the ratio of fluxes due to tree throw versus creep-like processes in382
Indiana and Doane et al., (2023) use Equation (16) to identify the probability distribution of tree throw383
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frequency in Indiana. In the latter article, the authors also solve for the variance of topographic roughness384
values, and then, using measured roughness values from a county in southern Indiana, suggest a form for385
the probability function of wind throw production rates. Those authors further relate that probability386
function of wind throw frequency to the distribution of extreme winds in southern Indiana that likely387
drive the bulk of tree throw events. That study is an example of the type of process-based information that388
is revealed by a detailed study of topographic roughness.389

390
3.3 Second Order: Channel Levees and Craters391
Avulsions are abrupt changes in the location of river channels onto the adjacent surface and they are a key392
process in controlling how alluvial landscapes evolve (Slingerland and Smith, 2004). When a new393
channel is emplaced, a river usually incises a trench-shaped depression into a floodplain or fan surface394
that, when viewed perpendicular to flow direction, resembles a pit and is reasonably described by a zero-395
order DoG. As the channel continues to evolve, sediment preferentially deposits in and near the channel,396
so that rivers create levees and alluvial ridges (Hajek and Wolinsky, 2012), which are positive397
topographic features. These mound-pit-mound features are reasonably described by a second-order DoG.398
After an avulsion (Slingerland and Smith, 2004), rivers leave behind their abandoned channel-levee399
complexes (assuming they do not get immediately filled with sediment) which create topographic400
roughness across floodplains and fans and will evolve by two processes: creep-like processes and channel401
filling processes during floods. We present theory for creep-like processes in the main text and402
demonstrate the effect of channel filling processes such as deposition during floods in Supplemental403
Information.404

405
Avulsions are infrequent and rarely observed directly. This limits avulsion studies to the past several406
decades of remote sensing (Edmonds et al., 2016; Valenza et al., 2020), case studies of Holocene-era407
avulsions (Berendsen and Stouthamer, 2002), stratigraphic records that contain more ambiguous408
information but are extensive archives in time (Hajek et al., 2014; Mohrig et al, 2000), or experiments409
that are informative but operate over different scales than nature (Reitz and Jerolmack, 2012). We argue410
that topographic roughness has potential to be an informative metric for establishing the historic411
frequency of avulsions based on resulting topography, letting modern landscapes serve as archives over412
centuries to millennia of channel history. Our theory presents a first-order time-evolution of topographic413
roughness of fans. It is capable of incorporating a continuum of channel shapes from un-leveed to having414
pronounced levees and alluvial ridges. This theory may be improved upon by considering the effects of415
heterogeneous material and channel reoccupation (Reitz and Jerolmack, 2012; Hajek et al., 2014; Martin416
and Edmonds, 2023) more directly.417

418
The theory is most directly applicable to active fans where channels commonly reroute due to frequent419
avulsions. Previous researchers have considered the roughness of alluvial fans to establish a relative age420
dating method (Frankel et al., 2007; Johnstone et al., 2018). Johnstone et al., (2018) in particular develop421
theory that takes advantage of similar mathematical relationships. The theory presented here is slightly422
different in that we assume an idealized initial condition and solve for the time-series of the roughness423
using the entire Fourier series. This allows us to address the roughness of active surfaces as opposed to424
the age of abandoned surfaces as done in Johnstone et al., (2018).425

426
We begin with the case of channels without levees (i.e., that can be approximated by a one-dimensional427
negative Gaussian) which is a one-dimensional problem in the cross-channel direction,428

429
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2

�2, (19)430
431

The time-evolution of the topographic variance of a single channel is432
433
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435

where H [L] is the domain length. Note that Equation (20) is valid up to some finite time, T0, which is436
when the first term on the right-hand-side equals the magnitude of the second,437

438
�0 =
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�
2��

− 1 . (21)439
440

The quantity �2/(4�) is a diffusive timescale for the channel. The parenthetical part states how many441
diffusive timescales it takes for the feature to diffuse across the domain length, H, to a negligible442
topographic feature. Equation (20) describes the evolution of topographic roughness for an abandoned443
channel that only evolves by creep-like, diffusive processes that rearrange the sediment. The topographic444
variance involves the sum of all channels of all ages up to T0 which is accomplished by integrating over445
the system’s history (Eq. 7) and the result is446
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449
where p [# T-1] is the frequency of avulsions.450

451
We numerically simulate the topographic profile that runs perpendicular to the flow direction. Our452
numerical model simulates each avulsion by randomly emplacing a channel with a predefined geometry,453

, at a position along a contour of a 500 meter wide fan at a frequency of 0.025, 0.005, and 0.001454
avulsions per year. Furthermore, there are no rules that control the location of channel emplacement, so if455
a new channel overlaps with an older one it will overprint the depth and the shape will be the union of the456
two shapes. An abandoned channel may be partially diffused before it is overprinted, which means that457
topography is only marginally affected by the overprinting. With this rule in place, the numerical458
roughness is expected to be less than the theoretical, and this effect should be greater for systems with459
more frequent avulsions. Indeed, Figure 5 shows that theory matches numeric results, but begins to460
diverge for larger values of p/K. However, for low avulsion rates, theory matches numerics.461

462

463
Figure 5. a) Several time series of topographic variance along a transect across a fan surface for three different464
avulsion frequencies (0.025, 0.005, 0.001 per year for the 500 meter-wide contour). b-d) Examples of detrended465
topographic profiles across fans for the three avulsion frequencies and a diffusivity of K=0.05.466

467
We now turn to channel-levee complexes, which are mound-pit-mound features that involve the second468
derivative of the Gaussian (Figure 2). In order to capture the full range of the relative magnitudes of469
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levees (alluvial highs) as compared to the channel depth, we describe the cross-section of a river as a sum470
of the zero and second order DoGs,471

472
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474

where �0 [L] and A2 [L2] are amplitudes of the two functions. For reference, the magnitude of minima of475
these functions are equal when . Following through with the steps described in section476
(2), we solve for the decay of topographic variance through time for a single channel-levee complex. This477
shows that decays at different rates that depend on the ratio, ,478

479
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481

482
Figure 6. a) Topographic variance, , for different values of through time and (b) topographic representation of483
the initial condition (solid line) and after 20k years (dot-dash) of diffusion with .484

485

Note that when , Eq. (24) simplifies to , where is the leading fraction486
on the right hand side of (24). As increases, the rate of decay of topographic variance approaches that487
of a channel without a levee (r ∝ t−1/2 Figure 6A). Figure 6A illustrates that theory matches numerical488
simulations that diffuse the topographic forms in Figure 6B.489

490
Equation (22) is a general description of topographic roughness for many channels. Natural channels that491
achieved different levels of aggradation before abandonment should have forms along a continuum from492
having zero levees to those that might be approximated by the second derivative of a Gaussian alone493
( ) (Mohrig et al. 2000; Adams et al., 2004). In addition to considering topographic roughness along494
fans, a similar theory might apply to abandoned channels resulting from meander cutoffs along495
meandering channels. However, our theory as present neglects any accumulation in abandoned channels496
by overbank flow (Hajek and Wolinsky, 2012). Such a process could be incorporated into (24) with a497
term that accounts for the bulk reduction in variance from deposition in existing lows. In supplemental498
information, we present results from a numerical model that includes infilling from overbank flows,499
which deviates from theory by an amount that depends on the pace of infilling and the magnitude of .500
Numerical simulations demonstrate that flood deposition quickens the decay of variance by an amount501
that scales nonlinearly with , where is the average rate of deposition in the lows (SI). The502
interplay of these two processes warrants deeper investigation.503

504
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We present a brief case study from the San Luis Valley, CO, USA. The alluvial fans of this valley emerge505
from the western front of the Sangre De Cristo Range which is bound by a normal fault (Rickets et al,506
2016). We explore the down-fan trend in topographic roughness to illustrate how it can be interpreted as a507
proxy for relative avulsion frequency. We do not parameterize this model, and instead present it only as508
an example and interpret the results broadly. This particular fan lacks any elevated or obviously509
abandoned surfaces (Johnstone et al., 2017) and we interpret the entire surface to be active. Topographic510
roughness is measured along profiles that are extracted from LOESS filters of topographic contours, such511
that each profile is detrended to remove the large scale topography of the fan while retaining the512
topography resulting from individual channels.513

514

515
Figure 7. a) Hillshade of the Sangre de Cristo Range with the location of the alluvial fan highlighted in pinkoutlined.516
(b) Hillshade and contours of an alluvial fan along the west front of the Sangre de Cristo Range in Colorado, USA.517
Blue lines are smoothed contours that are the locations of topographic profiles that we use to calculate topographic518
variance. (c) Topographic roughness declines as a function of down-fan distance with fit functions relating519
roughness to fan width and downslope distance. (d) Example of detrended topographic profiles along topographic520
contours which correspond with red and black data in (b) and (c).521

522
Figure 7 illustrates that topographic roughness declines nonlinearly with down-fan distance on one fan in523
the San Luis Valley. According to Equation (22), this indicates a nonlinear decline in relative avulsion524
frequency. We explore two geometrical arguments that explain this. First, in this setting, debris flows that525
build the fan may rarely reach the base of the fan resulting in less channel relief at the base of the fan. For526
such a case, we may expect topographic roughness to decline inversely with down-fan distance.527
Alternatively, declining down-fan roughness may be a consequence of fan widening. If we assume that528
most or all avulsions occur near the apex of the fan, then each contour has the same probability of an529
avulsion ocurring on it. However; wider parts of the fan would have lower frequency per unit width,530
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which would cause topographic roughness to decline inversely with fan width. In this case, both531
descriptions appear to be fit the data well and we cannot discriminate between the mechanisms for down-532
fan smoothing. This study warrants a deeper field investigation and we present this case as an example of533
how one might use information contained in alluvial fans.534

535
3.4 Impact Craters536

537
Topographic roughness of planetary bodies other than Earth has been used to map processes and geologic538
units of Mars (Kreskalevsky and Head.,2000; Orosei et al., 2003; Campbell et al., 2013; Cao et al., 2023),539
the moon (Kreskalevsky et al., 2014; Cai and Fa., 2020; Guo et al., 2021), and Mercury (Kreskalevsky et540
al., 2014). In some cases, these bodies, or selected surfaces on them are primarily sculpted by impact541
cratering. Impact craters have a mound-pit-mound geometry which should be describable by a 2nd order542
DoG and theory presented here should apply. Furthermore, impact craters are ideal morphologic features543
for this theory because they are remarkably consistent in their form (Fassett et al., 2014). The moon in544
particular is well-suited because there are few geomorphic processes at work on the surface and the545
primary one (micrometeorites) leads to diffusive-like evolution of topography (Fassett et al., 2014).546
Indeed, Fassett et al., (2014) describe the topographic evolution of lunar craters with linear diffusion and547
develop a relative dating technique.548

549
In addition to topographic roughness, there is a rich legacy of crater-counting studies on planetary bodies550
(Gault, 1970; Xiao and Werner, 2015; Melosh 1989). These studies generally focus on probability551
distribution of crater size for given areas which can ultimately be used as a relative or absolute age-dating552
technique. In those studies, researchers are limited to a binary metric in terms of there being a well-553
resolved crater or not. We see our theory as providing an alternative measure with topographic roughness554
being explicitly a function of cratering, which does not require the individual counting of craters and only555
relies on topographic data. A complete study that explores the relationship between roughness and556
different distributions of crater sizes is beyond the scope of this study. Instead, we intend to illustrate how557
our theory applies and briefly present some data.558

559
The initial condition is provided by Fassett et al., (2014), who identify an idealized empirical expression560
for the initial condition of an impact crater. We represent the topography is the best-fit sum of a zero and561
second order Gaussian to the form provided by Fassett et al., (2014). However, in this case, we note the562
following relationships,563

564
565
566
567
568

which are consistent for many craters with radial distance to rim, R [L].569
570

Our goal is to determine the analytical solution for the evolution of topographic variance of a diffusing571
crater; however, a reasonable analytical solution for this problem likely does not exist. If an analytical572
solution exists, it probably involves a large number of terms and is impractical. Instead, we observe that573
in all cases presented above, the decay term involves the quantity �2/4  +  �� −�

 where � depends on574
the geometry of the feature (mound, pit-mound, mound-pit-mound). There are then two ways to describe575
the initial topographic variance of a crater. First, we can empirically determine a function for the form576
provided by Fassett et al., (2014) which turns out to be,577

578
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Or second, we can solve for the variance of the initial condition of the combination of Gaussian functions581
that is a best fit to the form from Fassett et al., (2014).582

583

� � = 0 = ��0
2�4+ 4�2

2

2��2
− �2 �0�2−2�2

�2 . (26)584

585
Last, numerical experiments illustrate that for this topographic form, � = 3 so that586

587

� � ≈ � 0 1 + 4��
�2

−3
, (27)588

589
And r(0) can be represented by either Eq. (25) or (26). Figure 8a illustrates that Eq. (27) matches590
numerical experiments run on craters of different sizes (Figure 8b).591

592

593
Figure 8. a) Numerical and quasi-theoretical (Eq. 27) evolution of topographic roughness for four craters594
of different radii, R. (b) Four different craters of different radii with the initial form given by Fassett and595
Thompson 2014 in colors and the best-fit sum-of-gaussians to that form shown in black. The diffusion of596
those both form is shown in the dash-dot lines after equal amounts of time.597

598
The cumulative roughness due to craters of a certain size is the integral of all impacts through time,599

600

� �,� = � 0,  � −∞
t � �',  � 1  + 4� �−�'

�2

−3
��'.� (28)601

602
Note that this is roughness due to craters of a certain size, . For the purpose of this paper we do not603
consider the consequence of crater overprinting, in which young large craters obliterate and cover the604
signal of older smaller craters. Overprinting could be incorporated into the theory by removing some605
portion of craters of size with a frequency that relates to that of all larger craters. There is a large body606
of research that investigates the probability functions of crater sizes around the lunar surface (Xiao and607
Werner, 2015; Gault, 1970; Melosh 1989; Fassett, 2016) which largely suggest that crater sizes on the608
moon are distributed as a power-law with � � ∝ �−2, where � � is the probability density function of609
crater sizes that are in statistical equilibrium. In particular, we note Gault’s definition that equilibrium is a610
state achieved when the crater production and degradation processes are equal - regardless of the611
degradation process. Gault was counting individual craters so their definition applied to features that were612
visible. By using topographic variance, we do not need to qualify whether or not a crater is visible as very613
old craters contribute very little to the variance. Topographic variance, framed in this way, may614
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complement crater counting studies that focus on identifying conditions for crater saturation or615
equilibrium.616

617
We briefly examine the topographic roughness of a section of the moon in several different length scale618
bands. We target a section of the lunar Highlands using a 2-meter resolution DEM from the Lunar619
Reconnaisance Orbiter Camera Digital Terrain Models (Henriksen et al., 2015) with a Gaussian kernel of620
different length scales, �� (Figure 9). Across six different bands of crater size, we identify a power-law621
relationship between the topographic variance and the smoothing scale where � ∝ ��2, where �� is the622
scale of the high-pass filter and therefore indicates the scale of craters that contribute to roughness in that623
band (Figure 10a). We emphasize that this measure of roughness is for only a band of wavelengths,624
meaning that it is the difference between two high pass filters and therefore only highlights topography of625
a given scale (Figure 10b).626

627
The power law relationship of �  ∝ ��2 generally agrees with published data on crater size frequency628
distributions. The reported distributions of crater sizes scale as �−2 for small craters on many parts of the629
moon. We have demonstrated that large craters contribute more variance with �  ∝ �4. Combining these630
two facts gives an expected topographic variance as a function of scale that goes as �  ∝ ��2. Cai and Fa631
(2020) conducted a similar analysis on the same data and found that the standard deviation of elevation632
for detrended topography varied as ��0.88, where 0.88 is the Hurst exponent and λc is the length scale of a633
moving average. Our analysis of a small section of the lunar Highlands suggests a similar relationship634
with RMS varying approximately linearly with λc. However, we note that our analysis only considers a635
band of roughness between two length scales as opposed to all contributions to roughness at length scales636
shorter than a length scale.637

638
Theory in this paper provides a method for understanding the interplay between impact rates and639
topographic smoothing, which is absent from many crater counting studies. We have not attached any640
numbers to the analysis here because it is beyond the scope of this paper. However, one could use this641
theory to either determine impact rates through time or topographic diffusivity. One interesting note is642
that we may expect there to be a scale-dependent diffusivity on the moon because larger craters will643
diffuse by the action of all smaller craters. Therefore, because as craters increase in size then there are644
more impactors that act to diffuse topography over smaller scales, which in turn increases the topographic645
diffusivity. This recalls our statement in the introduction whereby topographic roughness elements decay646
by the action of all processes that operate over smaller scales (Figure 1). In the case of lunar topography,647
all smaller impactors degrade larger ones.648
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649
Figure 9. High-pass filters generated from 2-m resolution lunar topography (LOLA) and filtered with Gaussian650
filters with length scales of . Area is located at approximately 43.43° N, 167.95° E, in the Lunar Highlands.651
Colors bounding the subfigures relate to colors in Figure 10.652

653

654
Figure 10. a) Topographic variance measured for craters with length scales in the bands shown in (b). Note that655
Cai and Fa (2020) plot the standard deviation as a function of measurement length scale. Taking the square root of656
variance would reduce the slope (Hurst exponent) of the line in (a) from about 2 to 1. Colors relate to subfigures in657
Figure 9.658

659
Now that we have collected results for several different natural features, we turn to a generalization of the660
theory. Further, we identify characteristic timescales for the decay of topographic roughness for different661
features.662

663
4. Generalization664
The previous sections describe theory that is specific to several different processes. Here, we collect those665
results and specify patterns that we have observed and generalize so that the theory is relevant to a range666
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of initial conditions, sediment transport behaviors, and temporal characteristics of noisy roughening667
processes (shrub deaths, tree throw, avulsions, cratering).668

669
4.1 Generalizing Geometry670
We begin with a generalization of the decay function for a continuum of initial conditions. The theory671

differs for each initial condition; however, each version contains a term with �2

4 +  ��
−�
, where the672

values of � vary by feature. There is a pattern in the value of � that depends on the order of the derivative673
n and the feature dimensionality, DN,674

675
� = �  +   12 ��, (29)676

677
In the case where an initial condition is a sum of two different derivatives, the decay rate is weighted by678
their contributions to the function. For example, the contributions to the variance of a crater are almost679
equal between the zero and second derivative of the Gaussian and dimensionality, Dn=2. In that case, a680
zero order DoG has variance that decays as t-1 and the second order DoG has variance that decays as t-5.681
Because both of those functions contribute equally to create a crater we take their average and �  =   1 +682
5 /2  = 3. Furthermore, this pattern extends to non-integer orders of DoG which add some asymmetry to683
the features and may be more realistic in certain settings (Figure 11a). Equation (29) allows for684
generalization of the specific idealized examples to a continuum of initial conditions for features.685
Examples of features that are well-described by a non-integer DoG are tree throw pit-mound couplets on686
shallowly sloping topography (Doane et al., 2021) or asymmetric levees along a channel.687

688

689
Figure 11. a) Generalization of the Gaussian and its fractional derivative forms, which allows us to represent a wide690
range of natural features. Using the two equations at the top of the figure, we achieve a solution for the decay of691
topographic variance for all forms according to local linear diffusion (b) and nonlocal diffusion by using fractional692
derivatives for the evolution of the feature (c). For the case of linear diffusion, variance decays as a nonlinear693
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function that depends on the order of the derivative of the Gaussian, , and the dimensionality of the feature (1 or 2694
dimensions).695

696
Even though our theory can produce a continuum of initial conditions, natural features may still differ697
from those geometries. Notably, topographic variance is a robust measure of roughness and the theory698
applies even for features that differ slightly from the exact forms. So long as a feature can be described as699
a pit, pit-mound couplet, or mound–pit-mound complex, the theory applies. To demonstrate this, we700
numerically diffuse other initial conditions that are constructed from boxes or triangles. Figure 12 shows701
that although the shapes differ, features described as a pit, pit-mound couplet, or mound-pit-mound702
complex will have variances that decay approximately as t-½, t-3/2, and t-5/2 respectively.703

704
Figure 11. a) Initial conditions (solid) composed of box and triangular functions that resemble pits, pit-mound705
couplets, and mound-pit-mound complexes and their forms as they diffuse (dot-dash). B) Topographic variance for706
square (square symbols) and triangular (triangular symbols) initial conditions decays approximately the same as707
the theory describes for DoG’s with alpha equal to 1 ⁄ 2, 3/2, and 5/2 for the three conditions (triangular insert).708

709
4.2 Generalizing Transport710
We also extend the theory to include nonlocal sediment transport models which are a relatively new class711
of sediment transport models for geomorphology (Furbish and Haff, 2010; Furbish and Roering, 2013;712
Foufoula-Georgiou et al., 2010; Tucker and Bradley, 2010). Theory developed above relies on a local713
description of the sediment flux. That is, the sediment flux at a position is only a function of conditions714
at position . A nonlocal formulation allows for the possibility that the sediment flux at location is a715
function of conditions surrounding as well, which acknowledges that particles travel finite distances.716
The impact of nonlocal formulations is greatest on steep topography where particles travel long distances717
(DiBiase et al., 2017; Roth et al., 2020) or where particle travel distances are long relative to the spatial718
scale over which conditions change (Furbish et al., 2021). In the case of roughness elements, features are719
small and particle travel distances may be long relative to their length scales. The most relevant720
conditions for sediment transport is the land-surface slope, ��/�� and one way to incorporate721
nonlocality is through fractional calculus (Schumer et al., 2009; Foufoula-Georgiou et al., 2010; Ganti et722
al., 2012), which writes the sediment flux as a function of a non-integer derivative of the land-surface,723

724

, (30)725
726

where 0 < � ≤ 1 . The theory presented above is for the case when b=1 and sediment transport is entirely727
local. Values of b<1 imply that particles travel relatively long distances. We can incorporate nonlocality728
into the theory for topographic roughness by relying on rules for derivatives in wavenumber domain,729

730
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�� �, � = �� �,0 � 푖� �+1��, (31)731
732

where K is still a topographic diffusivity but has units [Lb+1 T-1]. There is not an analytical solution for733
Parseval’s theorem when � < 1 , so we must numerically integrate the square of (31). Figure 11b and 11c734
illustrate that adding nonlocality increases the pace of topographic smoothing. For example, for the case735
where n=2 (2nd order DoG, mound-pit-mound), a local formulation results in topographic variance that736
decays as �−5/2 whereas for the nonlocal case with � = 1/2 , the topographic variance decays as737
approximately �−3.738

739
740

4.3 Generalizing Noisy Roughening Processes741
Until this point, we have assumed that roughening processes (shrub mound death, tree throw, avulsions,742
impact cratering in terms of number per unit area per unit time) are white noises through time. This may743
not be true; however, for shrub mounds which respond to population dynamics (Worman and Furbish,744
2019, Gearon and Young, 2021), avulsions which may occur in clusters (Iepli et al., 2021), and alluvial745
fans which may repulse or attract new channels (Martin and Edmonds, 2022; Hajek and Wolinsky, 2012).746
We anticipate that correlation in the time-series will affect the statistics of measured roughness values. In747
this section, we generalize an expression for the decay of topographic roughness and use it to define a748
characteristic timescale. Then, we develop a numerical technique for generating noisy signals with a749
specified correlation (AR(1) process) and probability distribution.750

751
To begin, we define a characteristic timescale for the decay of topographic variance using the generalized752
decay function (29),753

754

�� � = 0
∞ � �
� 0

��� = �2

4

�
  0
∞ �2

4
+��

−�
� ��  =   �2

4� �−1 for � > 1 (32)755
756

For � < 1 , the upper limit of integration would be set to T0, the saturation timescale from section 3.3. A757
comparison between �� and the correlation timescale for � �� will reveal how the noise-producing758
process can lead to different statistics of topographic roughness. The AR(1) process that represents p(t) is759

760
� 푖 + 1 = �1� 푖   +  � , (33)761

762
where i is a discrete moment in time and � is a random value drawn from a zero-mean Normal763
distribution. When �1 = 0, the signal is a white noise and when �1 = 1, the signal is Brownian. The764
correlation timescale for noisy signals is determined by integrating the autocorrelation function. For AR(1)765
processes, the correlation timescale is766

767
�� =−

1
log �1

. (34)768
769

We then convolve different decay rates according to Eq. (29) with different noisy signals to investigate770
how the characteristics of time series of the roughening processes influence topographic roughness across771
a landscape. The key value is the ratio of timescales for roughness production versus roughness removal,772
��/��. However, in addition to specifying the correlation timescale of p(t), we also want to specify the773
probability distribution that it is drawn from. To do so, we develop a sampling method that resembles the774
QPPQ method that is popular in studies of stream discharge (Worland et al., 2019)(SI).775

776
Using this sampling method we are able to explore the role of correlation in the time series of the777
roughening process and its influence on the statistics of measured topographic roughness. We numerically778
simulate the convolution779

780
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� �   =  �0  −∞
� � �' �2

4 +  � � − �'
−�

� ��', (35)781

782
where C0 is a constant that would normally reflect the geometry of features. For the purpose of illustrating783
the effect of different correlation in roughening processes on topographic roughness itself, we set C0 equal784
to one. The numerical experiment varies �1 (0 to 1) and � (1 to 3) so that we can explore the effect of785
��/��. In each run, p is distributed exponentially. Each time series s is Z-transformed so that � = �−786
�� /�� which plots all time-series around the same values. Figure 13a illustrates that for a single value of787
�� but different values of α, the time-series of Z remains largely the same. Differences between Z time788
series begin to appear when there is strong correlation in p. The probability distributions of Z-transformed789
time series highlight the increasing skewness as ��/�� increases. Figure 13c calculates the statistical790
moments for s(t), for different values of �1 in p, but only for � = 2 (geometry for tree throw) and791
illustrates that the mean values remain the same as ��/�� changes, the variance increases linearly with792
��/��, and the skewness increases as ��/��

1/2. These results are likely influenced by our demand that793
p be distributed as an exponential; however, the fact that the skewness and variance of a distribution794
reflect the correlation in the time-series is a potentially useful relationship for unfolding the time series or795
population dynamics of shrubs, tree throw, avulsions, or cratering.796

797

798
Figure 13. a) Z-transformed time-series for different combinations of and . (b) Probability distributions of -799
transformed roughness values illustrating that the skewness changes as the ratio changes. (c) The raw800
statistical moments as a function of ��/��. The mean is not a function of ��/��, the variance of roughness is801
linearly related to ��/�� and the skewness of roughness varies as the square root of ��/��. That skewness and802
variance scale with the correlation structure of the roughening process is potentially useful for unfolding the803
temporal dynamics of shrub populations, tree throw, or avulsions.804

805
Conclusions806
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We have presented a theory that explains topographic roughness in a variety of settings where specified807
ecologic, atmospheric, and hydrogeomorphic events stochastically add variance to the land surface. The808
theory is built on simple assumptions that sediment on soil- and sediment-mantled systems moves faster809
downhill on steeper slopes and roughness is randomly produced by geomorphic processes that leave a810
characteristic topographic signature. The theory explains that topographic roughness, quantified by the811
variance over a specified area, emerges as a simple balance of the frequency of processes that create812
roughness and the magnitude of the smaller scale processes that remove it. The geometric forms for813
roughness elements can be one of three classes: mounds (pits), pit-mound couplets, or mound-pit-mound814
complexes, which are represented by the zero, first, and second order derivatives of Gaussian functions815
(DoGs) respectively. Specific examples include mounds under shrubs, tree throw pit-mound couplets,816
channel-levee complexes, and cratered terrain. We demonstrate and develop expressions for the817
relationship between measured topographic roughness, production rate, and the magnitude of creep-like818
processes that remove roughness. We demonstrate that topographic roughness scales linearly with the819
frequency of production process and inversely with the magnitude of creep-like processes. Insofar as each820
of these processes is challenging to observe on human timescales, topographic roughness serves as a821
valuable archive of stochastic geomorphic processes and extreme events.822

823
In addition to the idealized forms represented by integer order DoGs, the theory holds for a continuum of824
initial conditions and is applicable to a broad range of natural features. Theory also applies to topographic825
features that are better described by triangular or square waves, which illustrates that topographic826
variance is a robust metric that can be used to quantify a broad range of processes. This is largely because827
diffusion problems approach a consistent form that is a DoG.828

829
We also consider the consequences of changing correlation timescales of the noisy processes that create830
topographic roughness. This may include events such as prolonged drought killing many shrubs (Worman831
and Furbish, 2019), canopy gaps increasing the frequency of wind throw, or avulsions that are clumped in832
space in time (Ielpi et al., 2020). Adding correlation in the time-series appears to add skewness to833
probability distributions of measured roughness values.834

835
Altimetric data has become finer in resolution and more widely available in the last decade, a trend likely836
to continue. We demonstrated how static snapshots of high-resolution topographic data can be inverted to837
obtain process-level details stretching back in time. Our approach makes use of all detailed topographic838
information rather than coarse scale versions of topography. We aim to provide theory to move past839
‘spatially-averaged geomorphology’ and enable investigation of previously-obscured small-scale840
geomorphic processes.841
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Supplemental Information for Topographic Roughness as an Emergent Property of
Geomorphic Process and Events

S1. Diffusion and Filling of a Channel

Here we demonstrate the role of regular channel infilling in addition to topographic diffusion.
Channel infilling tends to reduce to topographic variance more rapidly than topographic
diffusion alone. Numerical simulations demonstrate that the magntiude of this difference
depends strongly on the value of λv/K, where v [L T-1] is the rate of infilling (Figure S1).
This may be incorporated into the theory for topographic diffusion.

Figure S1. a) topography through time of a channel with various combinations of in-channel
deposition and diffusion. b) Topographic variance through time for each combination and (c)
the difference between topographic roughness with channel deposition and without it.

S2. Specifying the distribution and correlation of the roughening process

In order to specify both the correlation and the probability distribution of a time
series, we develop a sampling scheme that is based on the QPPQ method (Cite Worland)
commonly used in hydrology and inverse transform sampling. For this method, we first
generate a time-series, γ(t), using a classic AR(1) scheme which will converge to a time series
with zero mean and variance of ��2/(1 + �12) and is distributed Normally. Therefore, each
value of γ(t) maps to a corresponding value of the cumulative probability function, Fγ (γ)
which ranges from 0 to 1. This value then maps to the cumulative probability function of the
desired form which corresponds to a value that becomes p(t) which now is distributed by any
desired probability function and shares an autocorrelation function with γ. This method
preserves the autocorrelation structure for −1 < ϕ < 1 and for probability distributions that are
thin tailed (have defined variance). For heavy-tailed distributions, the method does not
reproduce the exact same autocorrelation and the mismatch between autocorrelation grows
with increasingly heavy tails.



Figure S2. a) Illustration of the inverse sampling method that creates a time series with a
specified probability distribution and correlation timescale. The method starts with (1)
creating an AR(1) time series, (2) mapping those values to the corresponding CDF, (3)
translating to the desired CDF, and (4) mapping the new values back on to a new time series.
The resulting time series p(t) has the same autocorrelation as the initial (γ), but is distributed
(c) according to a different distribution.
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